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Abstract
This product is designed as an educational tooL It was developed to make a classroom more
organised. Better and easier communication between the teacher and the students can be estab-
lished, as well as improved communication between different classrooms. The stand alone unit
can be used anywhere because there is no wiring between this and the computer. It can be a big
addition to the educational system, especially in places where books are not readily available
for the students.
The system consists of various components. These components are a computer, a stand alone
unit and an interconnection for these two. The interconnection was incorporated with the use
of radio links. At the computer side of the design, a windows interface was developed to enable
the computer user to communicate with the stand alone unit user. The radio link was inserted
to make the communication between the computer and the stand alone unit wireless. The stand
alone unit consists of a keypad, liquid crystal display, serial port and a floppy drive. The serial
port is used as connection between the stand alone unit and the radio links.
It is possible to expand the system. The keypad can be replaced by a keyboard to enable the
stand alone user to type and save data on the stand alone unit itself, and a hard drive might be
added to increase the storage space. The inclusion of the floppy drive makes the system more
compact and creates the possibility of transferring data by use of the floppy, which in tum does
not limit a person to working only in one place.
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Opsomming
Hierdieproduk is ontwerp as 'n hulpmiddel vir die onderwys stelsel. Dit is ontwerp om 'n
klaskamer meer georganiseerd te maak. Beter en makliker kommunikasie tussen onderwysers
en studente word op hierdie manier verseker, asook verbeterde kommunikasie tussen verskil-
lende klaskamers. Die alleenstaande eenheid kan enige plek gebruik word, aangesien daar geen
bedrading is tussen die eenheid en die rekenaar nie. Dit kan 'n groot bydrae wees tot die onder-
wysstelsel, veral in plekke waar boeke nie so alledaags beskikbaar is nie.
Die stelsel bestaan uit verskeie komponente. Hierdie komponente is 'n rekenaar, 'n alleen-
staande eenheid en 'n verbinding tussen hierdie twee. Die verbinding tussen hierdie twee is
met behulp van radio skakels gedoen. By die rekenaar kant van die ontwerp, is 'n rekenaar
program geskryf wat die kommunikasie tussen die rekenaar en die alleenstaande eenheid be-
heer. Die radio skakel is ingesluit in die ontwerp om die kommunikasie tussen die rekenaar en
die alleenstaande eenheid draadloos te hou. Die alleenstaande eenheid bestaan uit 'n miniatuur
sleutelbord, vloeibare kristal vertoon, 'n serie poort en 'n slapskyf dryf. Die serie poort word
gebruik as verbinding tussen die alleenstaande eenheid en die radio skakels.
Dit is moontlik om die stelsel te vergroot. Die miniatuur sleutelbord kan vervang word deur
'n standaard sleutelbord om die alleenstaande eenheid gebruiker in staat te stelom data op die
eenheid self te tik en te stoor. 'n Hardeskyf kan ook ingevoeg word om die stoor spasie van
die stelsel te vergroot. Die insluiting van die slapskyf veroorsaak dat die stelsel meer kompak
is en ontwikkel die moontlikheid om die data oor te dra met behulp van die skyf, wat weer 'n
persoon in staat stelom op meer as slegs een plek te werk.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The need for easy access to educational tools in school systems is very clear, especially in
Southern Africa. This project was developed mainly to improve the organising in classrooms.
With this product, there can be easy communications between the teacher and the students, as
well as between different classrooms.
The entire concept of this product is very simple. The product consists of a Stand Alone Unit
(SAU) and a Personal Computer (PC), with the inclusion of a modem or a server. Each student
has a SAU of his or her own and the teacher has a PC and modem connection. The com-
munication between the SAUsand the PC is via Radio links. Communication between two
classrooms can be established either by using a server (if one is connected) or a modem at both
PC-terminals.
Server
'------r------.----'t
OR
•
D_pc
~o:
Floppy drive Floppy drive Floppy drive Floppy drive
Figure 1.1: Integration Concepts (system setup)
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 15
The SAU is a fairly simple integration of components. It consists of a keypad, Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD), Serial Port and a Floppy drive. The Serial Port is used as connection between
the SAU and the Radio links. The software for communication between PC to PC and PC to
SAU is in the PC Program. Figure 1.1 illustrates the integration concepts (system setup) of the
systems.
The inclusion of radio links implies remote use of the system. This will save money, because
there is no need for wiring between the SAUs and Pc. It is easily upgraded by replacing the
Floppy Drive with for instance a Hard Drive. It is also possible to replace the keypad with a
keyboard which will enable the SAU user to type his/her own text files on the SAU.
An added advantage of using the radio links is, that if the SAU is used in conjuction with radio
links that have higher transmission and reception distances, it can be used at remote classrooms.
Not only can this system be used for educational purposes, but also for many other types of
communication between a PC and a SAU. It can also be used between different PCs in the same
room. Another possible variation to the use of the system is where a Main Computer is used to
communicate through a PC to the SAU. This operation can be done with or without an attendant
at the PC.
The system was mainly designed for use in a classroom. It is therefore important that the system
be as simple and efficient as possible. The SAU is very user friendly and easy to operate.
Although a SAU cannot replace a PC, it can serve the same purpose at much less cost. Adding
or updating of a syllabus can easily be done on the PC and then transmitted to the SAU. Infor-
mation sent by the PC to the SAU can be saved on a stiffy by the SAU user for later use.
In conclusion, a short introduction to each of the remaining chapters of this document.
Chapter 2 discusses the Background principles that was studied and investigated for this project.
It consists of a detailed explanation of the available Floppy drives and their format, and also the
different Communication Protocols that was considered.
In Chapter 3 the various decisions made during the developement of the project are explained
and motivated. The decisions included in this chapter are:
• Which Microprocessor to use
• Which of the discussed Protocols to implement
• Which type of control to use for the Floppy Drive, as well as which type of Floppy Drive
to use
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The Radio links used, are discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter includes a discussion on the
fundamental functioning of the radio links and then, of course, the interface to the host. The
source code that was developed for the use of the radio links, are included in Appendix A.6.
The design and integration of the Stand Alone Unit is discussed in Chapter 5. All the various
components added to the unit are discussed as well as their integration into the system. The
source code written for the unit is included in Appendix A. A User Manual for the SAU is
also included in Appendix B. More information on the Floppy Disk Controller can be found in
Appendix E.
Chapter 6 introduces the Windows Interface of the project to the reader, how it was developed
and constructed as well as some information on the various components used to build this ap-
plication. The source code developed for the interface, can be found in Appendix C, and the
User Manual on how to use the program can be found in Appendix D.
Finally Chapter 7 concludes the document with a brief discussion on all the information and
detail included in this document. It also consists of a few recommendations on how to improve
the design.
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Chapter 2
Background Principles
Since the concepts required for the developement of this project were unknown, it was necessary
to undertake intensive research. The largest part of this is the study done on the Floppy Drive
and the Communication Protocol. In this chapter, the study conducted in these two general
fields are presented. These studies were carried out to determine what equipment or components
should be used in the design of the project.
2.1 FloppyDrive
The Floppy drive is a very valuable storage device. It can be used to store any type of data in a
useful and compact manner. The floppy drive in itself could still be in use for at least another
five to ten years from date. It is easily accessible and is a cheap storage medium. In this situation
it was used to store and read text data.
2.1.1 Types of Floppy Drives
There are many different types of floppy drives available, but most of these are already outdated.
The most commonly used is of course the 3~" floppy drive. The only other drive of note is the
5~" drive, although this drive's predecessor, the 8" drive, can still be found in some non-PC
equipment. The 5f' drive is rarely, if ever, used in computer applications these days. It is still
available, but it is definitely not compatible with all computers, whereas the 3~" floppy drive is
certain to be found in almost all computers.
2.1.2 Floppy Disk Formats
In addition to the different types of Floppy Drives available, there are also different drive for-
mats. These differ only in the size of the writable discs. The different formats available, are the
following:
• 360 KB 5~" Floppy
• 1.2 MB 5~" Floppy
• 720 KB 3~" Floppy
17
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• 1.44 MB 3~" Floppy
• 2.88 MB 3~" Floppy
360 KB 5~"Floppy
This drive format is one of the oldest formats used. Itwas developed as replacement for the 8"
drive format, because it was just too large. The 360 KB 5~" floppy is capable of storing 360
KB of data. Not very much, judged by today's standards.
1.2 MB 5~"Floppy
This was the improved version of the 360 KB 5~" floppy. Ithas a storage capacity of 1.2 MB as
apposed to the 360 KB of its predecessor. It is exactly the same size as the 360 KB format, but
it has a total of 80 tracks in comparison with the 40 tracks of the previous version. The sectors
per track was also increased from 9 to 15, and the spindle speed of the 1.2 MB floppy is 60
RPM faster. The increase in speed is from 300 RPM to 360 RPM.
720 KB 3~"Floppy
One of the biggest drawbacks of the 5~" disk format, is its size. This also increased the prob-
ability of damage, as the protective cover of this oversized disk is rather soft. It was therefore
necessary to create a smaller more effectively protected format. The first of these was the 720
KB 3~" format. Even though the storage space of this format is less than that of the 1.2 MB
5~" format, it is a better product due to its more improved durability.
1.44 MB 3~"Floppy
The successor of the 720 KB 3~" format is the 1.44 MB 3~". This format is by far the best
known and most used format of alL The storage capacity is 1.44 MB of data. This is acheived
by the fact that there are 80 tracks in total with an amount of 18 sectors per track.
2.88 MB 3~"Floppy
This format was created to replace the 1.44 MB 3~" format. It is in every way exactly the same
as the 1.44 MB 3~", except for the amount of sectors. The Sectors per Track are double that
of the 1.44 MB 3~", which explains why it has twice the storage capacity of this floppy. Un-
fortunately it failed in its quest. The reason for this is totally unknown for it is actually a better
format than that of the 1.44 MB 3~".
The specifications for all these disk formats are listed in Table 2.1.
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Specification 360KB Si" 1.2MB Sr' nOKB 3~" 1.44MB 3~" 2.88MB 3~"
Amount of Heads 2 2 2 2 2
Spindle Speed 300RPM 360RPM 300RPM 300RPM 300RPM
Tracks (Cylinders) 40 80 80 80 80
Sectors per Track 9 15 9 18 36
Sectors per Disk no 2400 1440 2880 5760
Table 2.1: Various disk format Specifications
Source: Extracted from [Kozierok 1999]
2.2 Communication Protocol
A Multiple Access Communication technique is needed in this project to ensure the correct com-
munication between the different units. Prasad [1996], Pahlavan & Levesque [1995] and Rap-
paport [1996] identify three main classification groups of Multiple Access Protocols (MAPs).
These groups are listed below.
• Contentionless (scheduling)
• Contention (random access)
• Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
Contentioniess Protocols
Also known as Scheduling Protocols, this particular protocol relies on scheduling the transmis-
sions of the users. In this way it ensures that the different users do not access the channel at the
same time.
Contention Protocols
These protocols can also be considered as being Random Access Protocols. Because any user
can transmit at any time, this causes collisions. These protocols should be able to resolve any
conflicts during transmission.
Code Division Multiple Access
CDMA will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.5. This protocol can be considered as
a Contentionless Protocol where a number of users can transmit simultaneously without any
collisions. When, however the users become more than the threshold amount, contention will
occur, and thus it will be a Contention Protocol. For this reason the CDMA protocol cannot be
classified under either Contention or Contentionless protocols.
A few of the different Communication Protocols that were studied are listed below:
• Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
• Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)
.ALOHA
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• Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)
.CDMA
Figure 2.1 illustrates the different groups in which the Protocols to be discussed can be classi-
fied.
Multiple Access Protocols
I
Contentioniess COMA
Contention
(scheduling) (random access)
I
Fixed Repeated
Random
Assignment Random
Access with
Access Reservation
p-ALOHA
FOMA s-ALOHA r-ALOHA
TOMA CSMA
Figure 2.1: Classification of Multiple Access Protocols
Source: Extracted from [Prasad 1996, 19]
According to Figure 2.1 it is evident that, except for the three main groups, two of these can
each be divided into secondary groups. These groups are:
• Fixed Assignment
• Repeated Random Access
• Random Access with Reservation
Fixed Assignment
The users are each given a fixed part of the channel capacity. This allocation is regardless
whether the user has something to transmit or not. The division of channel capacity can be done
in the time or frequency domain, hence the two resulting protocols: TDMA and FDMA.
Repeated Random Access
This type of protocol gives the users more freedom than Fixed Assignment. The users can access
the channel randomly, whenever information is to be sent. However, this causes contention
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between different users, as more than one user can try to access the channel at the same time.
That is why these types of protocols are called Contention Based Protocols.
Random Access with Reservation
With this type of Protocol, the first packet is sent exactly in the same way as the Random Access
Protocol. The difference is, that if no collisions occur after the first packet is sent, the user is
allocated a fixed part of the channel. After the transmission of its final packet, the user returns
the allocated capacity and then it can be used by a different user.
2.2.1 TDMA
In TDMA the radio transmission spectrum is divided into different time frames. Each of these
frames is then divided into equally sized time slots. The time slots are then allocated to a specific
user and only this user is allowed to receive or transmit during this time slot. The specific slot
in every frame is the same for the user. Like FDMA, this protocol also belongs under the Fixed
Assignment Contentionless Multiple Access Protocol. Figure 2.2 illustrates the concept of
TDMA.
time
I
User 1 User2 User3 User4 User1 User 2 User 3 User4 User 1 User2
'~------~------~/\~------,-------~I'_-------
Frame 1 Frame 2
Figure 2.2: Frames and Time slot illustration for TDMA
Source: Extracted from [Prasad 1996,21]
2.2.2 FDMA
FDMA is much the same as TDMA. In the case of FDMA it is not the time domain, as in
TDMA' that is divided, but the frequency domain. The bandwidth channel is divided into a
number of frequency bands. Between these frequency bands there are, what is called, a guard
band, to ensure that the frequency separation of the adjacent slots are established. Each user thus
has a frequency band of its own. This means that the user always has a transmission channel.
2.2.3 ALOHA
The ALOHA protocol was given this name, because it was first used at the University of Hawaii
according to Halsali [1992]. It was used as an interconnection for a computer system between
the different islands. This MAP was the first of its kind, and so ALOHA was born.
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Pure ALOHA
As time progressed, variations on the ALOHA protocol were developed. The original ALOHA
protocol was therefore renamed to the Pure ALOHA (p-ALOHA) protocol. The concept of
p-ALOHA is very straightforward. A number of users can transmit to a base station whenever
they have information. Because of this, it is inevitable that there will be collisions between
different transmission packets. To compensate for this, each user waits for a specified amount
of time for an Acknowledge (ACK) signal.
If the signal is not received the user will assume that there had been a collision. The packet
will then be retransmitted after a random delay of time. This random delay prevents the system
of going deadlock because of continuous collision. This can happen when users transmit at the
same time, and they detect the collision at the same time. Therefore, if they both wait the same
length of time, there will be another collision, etc.
p-ALOHA is classified under Repeated Random Access Protocols.
Slotted ALOHA
As p-ALOHA, Slotted ALOHA (s-ALOHA) is also classified under Repeated Random Access
Protocols. It is much like p-ALOHA, with just a little improvement. The vulnerability time for
collisions is decreased by a factor two in s-ALOHA. This is achieved by implementing time
slots in which the users are allowed to transmit. The time slots are greater than the amount of
time needed to transmit a packet of data.
All the different users are then synchronised to these time slots, so that each will only begin
transmitting at the start of a time slot. If a collision occurs, the same tactic as in p-ALOHA is
used. A random time delay is incorporated and then the user will retransmit the packet at the
beginning of the time slot. As the users increase, the random delay time will also increase.
Reservation ALOHA
Reservation ALOHA (r-ALOHA) is classified under the Random Access with Reservation Con-
tention Protocol. r-ALOHA use s-ALOHA to obtain the slots for reservation. The time slots
are put in frames and each frame has the same amount of slots. The users can have more than
one slot in a frame allocated to them. If a user does not have a time slot allocated to himJher,
he/she can obtain one in the same way as in s-ALOHA. There are a number of ways to assign
the reservation of the time slots.
2.2.4 CSMA
The biggest problem with ALOHA is the fact that none of the users are aware of what the others
are doing. This, of course, causes collisions between the packets of the different users. This
can be eliminated by implementing a protocol that can sense the channel before it transmits on
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it. This means that the users know whether another user is transmitting or not. This type of
protocol is known as CSMA.
Non-persistent CSMA
The user listens to the channel for any existing transmission. If it senses that the channel is idle,
it will start to transmit, otherwise the user will wait for a random time and then try again. If no
ACK is received by the user, it assumes a collision has occurred, and will then reschedule the
packet for transmission.
L-persistent CSMA
l-persistent CSMA is a special case of p-persistent CSMA. It is the simplest form of CSMA.
The terminal waits and listens to the channel. As soon as it detects that the channel is idle, the
packet is transmitted. If the channel is busy, the packet is not rescheduled, the user just keeps
on listening to the channel, until the channel is idle. Because of this, every user who wants to
send a packet during a certain busy period, will have to wait until the channel is open and then
try to send. This will cause a high probability for collision.
p-persistent CSMA
The collisions caused by the l-persistcnt CSMA can be avoided by the use of the p-persistent
CSMA protocol. In p-persistent CSMA the transmission of the packets are randomised by
incorporating a probability of p. All the users who want to send a packet have to wait for the
channel to become idle, and then transmit with a probability of p. With the probability of I-p
the user will defer the transmission for a specific time and then try transmission again with a
probability of p.
CSMAlCD
With the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) protocol, the
user keeps on monitoring the channel. If any type of collision is detected, the transmission is
aborted as soon as possible to save time.
2.2.5 CDMA
The multiple access property of CDMA is not realised by the division of transmission in the
frequency or time domain, but by assigning a specific code to each user. These codes are used
to transform the original signal into a wideband signal. Therefore, when a signal is received,
the code assigned to the user is used to retransform this wideband signal into the original signal.
The signal for other users remain in the wideband format, and appear as noise.
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To keep the signal-to-noise ratio large enough to ensure extraction of the signal without errors,
the total amount of users should be kept small. In this situation, CDMA could be regarded as a
contentionless protocol.
As soon as the quantity of users increases above a certain number, the interferences become too
large and the signal cannot be retrieved without errors. This basically causes the protocol to be
contentionless, unless the users accessing the channel at the same time are too many.
For this reason, CDMA is placed between contention and contentionless protocols. COMA can
be divided into four groups, depending on the modulation method used to obtain the wideband
signal. These groups are:
• Direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA)
• Frequency hopping CDMA (FH-CDMA)
• Time hopping COMA (TH-CDMA)
• Hybrid CDMA
Direct-sequence CDMA
The original signal is transformed to a wideband signal by modulation on a carrier and multi-
plication with a Binary Code Sequence (BCS). This BCS has a much larger bandwidth than the
original signal and spreads the spectrum of the original signal.
This modulated signal is then transmitted. At the receiving end of the transmission, the
modulated signal as well as interference (caused by the modulated signals of other users) are
received.
This signal is now correlated with the BCS, and the desired signal is extracted. This is
possible because the correlation between the desired signal and the BCS of the original signal
will be substantial, whereas the correlation with the interfering signals will be quite small. The
desired signal can then be demodulated to produce the original signal, without any errors.
Frequency hopping CDMA
In this protocol, the wideband signal is divided into frequency bands equal to the bandwidth
of the original signal. During transmission, the carrier frequency is changed periodically. This
change is governed by the unique code assigned to each user. At the receiving end, the demod-
ulator only needs to follow these frequency changes for demodulation.
There can be distinguished between two types of FH-CDMA:
• Fast Frequency hopping CDMA (FFH-CDMA)
• Slow Frequency hopping CDMA (SFH-CDMA)
With FFH-CDMA the frequency change can be so rapid, that one bit is transmitted over sev-
eral frequency bands. Whereas in SFH-CDMA, several bits can be transmitted in one frequency
band.
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In both of these cases, the probability of another user transmitting in the same frequency
band, is relatively small. This is a direct result of the unique code assigned to each user. If,
however, multiple transmissions happen in the same frequency band, the data can still be recov-
ered by the use of interleaving and error correcting codes.
Time hopping CDMA
This is the same principle as in FH-CDMA. The transmission occurs in short bursts of data over
the entire spectrum. Again the chances of multiple users transmitting at the same time is very
small, because the start of each burst is decided by the unique code of each user. Interleaving
and error correcting codes ensure easy recovery of the signal in the case of multiple users
transmitting at the same time.
HybridCDMA
This protocol uses a combination of the modulation techniques of the previous three methods.
Because of this combination, the hybrid communication uses the specific advantages that other
CDMA methods offer.
2.3 Conclusion
The concepts discussed in this Chapter are the Floppy Drives available for use and their spe-
cific formats and types, as well as the Communication Protocols that was considered for the
Radio Link Communication. The decision made in regards to the Communication Protocol is
discussed in Chapter 3.
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Design Considerations
Various choices had to be made during the design and implementation of the unit. The most
important of these are the choice of processor, the choice of protocol, and the reason for using
a Floppy Disk Controller (FOC) instead of for instance an Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE)
controller. This chapter is dedicated to the explanation of these choices and the reasons for
them. Figure 3.1 is an illustration of the blockdiagram of the SAD. Also included is a short
discussion on the other, smaller decisions that was made. These include the LCD, the Keypad
and the various interfaces between all the different devices.
Screen
FloppyDrive Microcontroller -------------Computer
Keypad
Figure 3.1: Blockdiagram of the SAD
3.1 Microprocessor
There was no need for an extremely powerful microprocessor (microcontroller), as the periph-
eral equipment added to the unit did not require it. The original choice for microprocessor was
the AT89C52. It was, however, soon discovered that this processor did not have the required
memory space for the software that had to be stored on it. The AT89C52 was also found to be
too slow for the FOe. This could have been rectified by replacing the crystal with a faster one,
26
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but, because the AT89C52 did not have enough memory, it was therefore decided to exchange
this processor with a pin compatible version with more internal flash memory. The replacement
that was found is the AT89C55. This microprocessor is also part of the 8031 architecture family.
The timing considerations of the AT89C55 was also taken into account. The AT89C55 is still
too slow if the 11.0592 MHz crystal is used. This problem can be overcome by using a 20
MHz crystal. This, in return, gives rise to a new problem. Mismatch of the baud rate will occur
between the PC and the SAU. An additional benefit of the radio links is that, when a 20 MHz
crystal is incorporated into the design, the mismatch in baud rates can be ignored. At the SAU
side, a 20 MHz crystal is used, and at the PC side, a 11.0592 MHz crystal. Only matching of
the baud rates of the processors that communicate via the RS232 port is required.
3.2 Communication Protocol
In Chapter 2 the different Communication Protocols available for Multiple Access for a wire-
less system was discussed. All these protocols are very attractive, but are too complicated. The
use of a Radio Packet Controller (RPC) was mentioned by a co-student, Hugo Steyn. Much
thought however, was given to the use of the CDMA Protocol, but after careful consideration it
was decided to rather use the RPC in the application.
After thorough investigation of the RPC it was found to be more suitable for the project. It im-
plements its own protocol, of which the user can select a certain amount of functions. It is also
compatible with the microprocessor when this is used in conjunction with a 20 MHz crystal, as
was mentioned in Section 3.1.
The RPC consists of a BIM and a PIe. Itwas possible to use the BIM on its own, but that would
mean additional attention to the shielding and all the other nitty-gritty of wireless communica-
tion. The RPC used is the Radiometrix Radio Packet Controllers and is discussed in Chapter 4
in detail.
3.3 Control of a Floppy Disk Drive
The Floppy Disk Drive (FDD) can be controlled by either an IDE controller or a FDC. In this
application it was considered unnecessary to run a floppy drive from an IDE controller, as it had
more functions than was needed. Itwas therefore decided to rather implement a FDC. The FDC
is application specific for the floppy drive itself.
The next decision was which specific FDC to use. As the FDC is not freely available, the FDC
used was therefore not chosen by the designer, but by default. The only FDC available, was the
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Western Digital WD37C65B FDC.
The choice ofFDD, is the very standard 1.44 MB 3~" Floppy Drive, as it is freely available and
compatible with most computers.
3.4 Other
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter the other decisions made was the LCD, Keypad
and the various interfaces between the devices.
3.4.1 LCD
The PC2004-A was chosen, because it could display the most amount of characters and lines
possible in the price range. Ithas a total of four lines at 20 characters per line, which makes the
display easy to read, but it was still affordable enough to keep the price of the system as low as
possible. It should also be readily available in case of replacement.
3.4.2 Keypad
Here it was decided to use a 16 (4x4) Matrix Keypad. It was possible to use a smaller version
of this, for instance the 12 (4x3) Matrix keypad. This was discarded, because with the 4x4
Keypad, it is possible to include more facilities for the display of the saved data. With the 4x4
Keypad it was possible to scroll through the lines or pages. This would not have been possible
with the 4x3 Keypad, as it does not include the keys A, B, C and D. These are the keys of the
4x4 Keypad that were used to scroll through the data.
3.4.3 Interfaces
Itwas decided to include the following components in the design of the SAU as external mem-
ory to the microprocessor .
• FDC
• Keypad
• Memory
This made it easier to communicate with these devices. A CPLD was included to enable the
necessary address decoding. The remaining devices that are not included in this method of in-
terfacing, are:
.LCD
• RS232
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It was unnecessary to include these two components in the interface method because, the RS232
uses the RXD and TXD ports of the AT89C55 for its serial communication. The data to the LCD
has to be latched in, so it was easier to do that manually than to interface it through external
memory.
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Radio link Communication
The Radio link communication was established by the use of the Radiometrix Radio Packet
Controller. The RPC is a completely isolated unit and only needs to be connected to a Host
interface. There should, however, be an antenna connected to the RPC as well as a 5 V sup-
ply. The interface to the host requires a byte wide bi-directional connection with the RPC. The
transmission distance of the RPC is 30 meters in a building and 120 meters over open ground.
Further discussions in this chapter will include the Fundamentals of the RPC (based on infor-
mation acquired from Radiometrix [1998]) and the Interface with the host.
4.1 Fundamentals of the RPC
The RPC has a total of four different radio protocol implementations, which can be selected
by the user. The choice is made by writing certain commands to the memory of the RPC.
This memory contains in total, eight flags that will determine the operation of the RPc. The
frequency of transmission and reception is 433MHz, which is the non-licensed commercial
frequency of South Africa.
4.1.1 Functional Description
When a packet is received from the host, the RPC appends the following to the packet:
• Preamble
• Start Byte
• Error Check Code
When the RPC is not in Transmit mode it continuously listens for a valid Preamble. When
detected, it will synchronise on the incoming transmission, decode it and validate the check
sum. The host is then signalled that there is a valid packet waiting to be uploaded. The format
of these packets are completely left to the user's choice. Except for the first byte, the Control
Byte, which specifies whether the packet is data or a memory access by the host.
30
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There are four different operating states:
• Idle/Sleep
• Host Transfer
• Transmit
• Receive
Idle/Sleep
This is the resting state of the RPC. The RPC continuously searches the radio noise for message
preamble, if none is found, it goes back to "sleep". The On Time (ONT) is 5 ms and the
Off Time (OFf) can be programmed in the Electrically Eraseable Programmable Read Only
Memory (EEPROM) of the RPc. This can be any length of time between 22 ms and 2.9 s. The
TX request line is continuously monitored during sleep mode and will be acted on immediately
after detection.
Host Transfer
This is controlled by the TX and RX request lines. If the host wants to transfer data to the RPC,
it sets the TX request line low. Similarly, if the RPC wants to transfer to the Host, it sets the RX
request line low.
Transmit
The RPC receives a data packet from the host. Before this packet can be transmitted, the RPC
appends the following to the packet:
• Preamble
• Frame Sync Byte
• Error Check Sum
After this, the packet is coded for mark space balance and then transmitted. There is also
collision avoidance (Listen Before Transmit (LBT)) functions that can be enabled.
Receive
When preamble is detected from the radio receiver, the RPC will phase lock, decode and error
check the incoming data and also whether it was a successful transmission. The received data
is placed in a buffer and the RX Request line is activated (pulled low) to inform the Host of the
available data.
4.1.2 Switches
The Switches of the RPC can be programmed at address DOH in the EEPROM. Figure 4.1
shows that there are 8 Switches. These Switches are used to control the operation of the RPc.
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On power up or reset, the default values of the Switches are reloaded from address 08H in the
EEPROM. The default value is OOH.The eight different Switches of the RPC will be discussed
1 PS\ 1 psosl HT~ 1 RT~ 1 WE
3
1 ST21 LB~ 1 DB~ 1
'--
'-- ST - Self Test Fla
'-- WE - EEPROM Byte Wrrte
RTO - Tadio Time Out
'--
o INo Time Out
1 J Time Out after> 2.9 S 0
HTO - Host Time Out
0 No Time Out
'--
0 Time Out if no reply from host aft
PS1 & PSO- Power Savioo
PS1 PSO Function
0 0 Continuous
'--
0 1 Power Save
LBT & DBT - Collision Avoidance
LBT DBT Function
0 0 Immediate TX, no channel check
0 1 Fixed delay lX, no channel check
1 0 Immediate TX after channel clear
1 1 Random delay TX after channel clear
Enable
f plain preamble
er2.9 s
o Sleep
OH
Figure 4.1: Switches found in the RPC
Source: Extracted from [Radiometrix 1998]
as follows:
• Power Saving
• Interface Time Out
• EEPROM Write Enable
• Self Test Flag
• Collision Avoidance
Power Saving
There are four different options of power saving to choose from. These different options are
selected by PSO and PS 1. Table 4.1 is a representation of the choices that can be made.
Interface Time Out
The Host as well as the Radio can cause the RPC to hang until an external event is received.
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PSI PSO Function Description
0 0 Continuous 20mA (no power saving)
0 I Power Save programmable sleeptime in EEPROM address 03H
I 0 Sleep < lOOmuA (fixed off time of 2.9s)
I I Off < 50muA Transceiver is off (reset or TXR to wake-up)
Table 4.1: Codes generated by MM74C922 and the interpretation by the AT89C52
Source: Extracted from [Radiometrix 1998]
EEPROM Write Enable
This is the write protect bit of the EEPROM. No EEPROM writes are possible if this bit is not
set. After every byte write, the RPC clears the bit.
Self Test Flag
If a 1 is written to this bit, the Self test is enabled. Data is fed to the TX and checked at the RX.
If the test was a success, the ST bit is set.
Collision Avoidance
Listen Before Transmit (LBT) and Delay Before Transmit (DBT) determine the specific col-
lision avoidance that the RPC will use. As was already mentioned, there are four different
methods of collision avoidance. They are the following:
• Immediate TX, no channel check
• Fixed delay TX, no channel check (time slots)
• Immediate TX, if channel is clear
• Random delay TX, if channel is clear
Immediate TX, no channel check It is easy to deduce from the name that, in this case, the
data will be transmitted as soon as the RPC has data to transmit. The channel will not be
checked before the transmission.
Fixed delay TX, no channel check (time slots) In this case time slots are assigned to the
units. The packet size, preamble length and change over delay must be the same for each unit.
Immediate TX, if channel is clear The channel is checked for any preamble or data. If
nothing is found the RPC will immediately transmit its data.
Random delay TX, if channel is clear The channel is once again checked for any preamble
or data. If there is nothing found, the RPC will transmit, but if the channel is busy, the RPC will
have a random time delay before checking the channel again.
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4.1.3 User Configurable EEPROM
The EEPROM consists of three different parts:
• RPC registers EEPROM (addresses OOH- 08H)
• Reserved EEPROM (addresses 09H - OFH)
• User EEPROM (addresses lOH - 3FH)
Table 4.2 displays the different RPC registers in the EEPROM, the default value of the register
as well as the EEPROM address where the Register is located.
EEPROM Address RPC Registers Default Value
OOH Control Switches OOH
OlH # Preamble Cycles 64H
02H Wake UpTime FFH
03H Sleep Time OSH
04H TX -+ RX Delay lEH
OSH RX Power Up Time lEH
06H Tx back-off Time 03H
07H Slot Number OlH
08H Reset State Switches OOH
Table 4.2: RPC Registers
Source: Extracted from [Radiometrix 1998]
The only addresses that the user is allowed to use is lOH to 3FH. The other addresses are either
for future use or used for the RPC Registers.
4.2 Interface to Host
The RPC was interfaced to the SAU with the use of a RS232 port. The design layout of the
circuit used for the interconnection is shown in Figure 4.2.
The remainder of this section will be discussed under two subjects, namely:
4.2.1 Signals of the RPC
4.2.2 Data Transfer
4.2.1 Signals of the RPC
The reset line can be connected to the host or pulled up to Vcc. It is, however, recommended to
rather connect the line to the host. From Figure 4.2 it can be seen that the reset line is connected
to the host.
Except for reset, there are 8 other signals from the RPC that should be connected to the host.
Table 4.3 displays the signals, their pin numbers, pin functions, VO and their description.
It was very important to connect the TX and RX lines to the correct pins on the host. It was
decided to connect the RX-request (RXR) line to one of the external interrupt lines of the
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Figure 4.2: Interface between the RPC and the Host
Pin Name Pin Number Pin Function I/O Description
TXR 6 TXRequest Input Data transfer request from Host to RFC
TXA 7 TX Accept Output Data accept handshake back to Host
RXR 8 RX Request Output Data transfer request from RFC to Host
RXA 9 RX Accept Input Data accept handshake back to RFC
DO 2 DataO Bi-directional Data pin
Dl 3 Data I Bi-directional Data pin
D2 4 Data2 Bi-directional Data pin
D3 5 Data3 Bi-directional Data pin
Table 4.3: Signals for Host interface
Source: Extracted from [Radiometrix 1998]
AT89C2051. The reason for this is that whenever the RPC communicates with the host, an
interrupt will occur and the host can service the RPC as fast as possible. The other possibility
was to poll the lines of the RPC continuously, but that would cause the host to be unavailable
for any other functions. RX-accept (RXA) was connected to P3.2 of the host.
The TX-accept (TXA) and TX-request (TXR) lines are connected to P3.4 and P3.5 respectively.
There was no need to connect these to interrupt lines, as it is the lines that the host uses to send
data to the RPc. After the host pulls TXR low, it waits for the RXA interrupt, and then the data
can be sent. In the case of TXA, the host pulls TXA low only after the interrupt from RXR is
received. This will be discussed in more detail in Subsection 4.2.2.
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4.2.2 Data Transfer
Data is transferred in packets of 4 bits (nibbles) at a time. The Least Significant Nibble (LSN)
is transferred first and after that the Most Significant Nibble (MSN) is transferred.
Control byte
One packet consists of 28 bytes, of which the first is the Control byte. The rest of the bytes
in the packet can be anything the designer wants. Bit 7 of the control byte determines the
type of packet to be transmitted. Table 4.4 shows the two possibilities. Figure 4.3 illustrates
PT Packet Type
0 Data Packet
1 Memory Access
Table 4.4: Packet type as depicted by PT (bit 7 of the control byte)
the configuration of the Control byte for a data packet. The rest of the Control byte contains
information about the remainder of the data packet. Bits 5 and 6 determines the type of preamble
that will be used in the transmission of the byte, and bits 0 to 4 contains the length of the data
packet, including the Control byte.
BC4 - BCO - 5 Bite Byte Cycle
5 brr byte count (includes itself)
In the range 1 -28 (01 - IC HEX)
WU1 & WUO - Preamble Control
WU1 WUO Function EEPROM Parameter
0 0 Normal Preamble location 01H determines time
0 Power save wake-up location 02H determines time
0 Sleep wake-up fixed 3.3 seconds
Future use
PT - Packet Type
I 0 = Data Packet I
Figure 4.3: Configuration of Control byte for Data Packet
Source: Extracted from [Radiometrix 1998]
Figure 4.4 illustrates the configuration of the Control byte for memory access. In this case
the rest of the Control byte carries the information needed to do a write or read to, or from the
memory. Bit 6 states whether it is a read or a write, and bits 0 to 5 contains the memory address
to be written to, or read from.
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Memory Read With a memory read the host only transmits the control byte with the neces-
sary settings for a memory read. The control byte contains the memory address to be read. The
RPC responds with two bytes. The first is the control byte that was just sent by the host, and
the next is the data contained in the specific memory address supplied.
Memory Write If a memory write is executed the host transmits two bytes. Again, first is the
control byte with the necessary information for a memory write as well as the memory address.
The second byte is the data that has to be written into the memory. The RPC gives no response
to this command.
A5 - AD - RPC Memory Address
RIW - Memory ReadIWrite
RIW Function
0 Read from RPC's memory
1 Wrrte to RPC's memory
PT - Packet Type
11 = Memory Transfer Packet I
Figure 4.4: Configuration of Control byte for Memory Access
Source: Extracted from [Radiometrix 1998]
Protocol implemented
For this design it was decided to implement a fairly simple protocol for communication. It
consists of a few basic signals that are sent and verified at the receiving end. The signals are as
follows:
• Start of Header (SOH)
.TYPE
• Identification (ID)
• Data
• End of Transmission (ETX)
The signal has to be sent in a specific order, otherwise the unit will reject the data and it will
have to be resent. The type of collision avoidance that was incorporated into the RPC commu-
nication is the random delay of TX if the channel is not clear. This is achieved by using the
programmable switches in the RPC EEPROM. It will be remembered that bits 0 and 1 of ad-
dress OOHin the EEPROM selects the type of collision avoidance that the RPC will use. These
two bits are both set to 1 to select the specified property.
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Transmit
Figure 4.5 illustrates the timing diagram of the TX download operation. From this illustration it
is very evident how the RPC requires the data to be transferred. The host will start by asserting
(put to 0) the TXR line. As soon as the RPC asserts TXA the host will make the data available
on the data lines, and de-assert the TXR line. The LSN is transmitted first. As soon as the RPC
has read all the data, it will de-assert the TXA line, indicating to the host that the data has been
received. The host will then assert the TXR line again and the same process follows for the
MSN.
TX-REQUEST (TXR) ~f-~_ues_t __ da-tmfsent ~
i i f:,! :
TX-ACCEPT (TXA) --+-! ..:..::reg=u=est""ireptedI data hja,Sbeen read ~ II:, r
I L-_ -i-i::, ---Ii L-_ +-----l-!,
I::, :: :!.......datamaYChang9~! !: :!
DATA (4 LINES 00-03) --+i ----i\ LS nibble ~ MS Nibble )--
i" least significant nibble .,.:.__ most siqnificant nibble ___..
i 1 byte
Figure 4.5: TX download timing diagram
Source: Extracted from [Radiometrix 1998]
Figure 4.6 depicts a flow diagram of the program written for the host.
Figure 4.6: TX flowdiagram of the code implementation
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Receive
Figure 4.7 shows the timing diagrams of the RX-upload operation. It is obvious from this
timing diagram why the RXR line was connected to an external interrupt. The RPC asserts
RXR and as soon as the host receives the interrupt, it asserts the RXA line. When the RXA line
is low, the RPC places the data on the data lines, and de-asserts the RXR line. As soon as the
host has read all the data it de-asserts the RXA line. This indicates to the RPC that the data was
read and the process starts again.
RX-REQUEST (RXR) ~equest datafesent +
!--I ---l: f
RX-ACCEPT (RXA) --+1,::""""""rag:1!!ue~st'-"1icceptedi::! data hjas been read 1 i r
1::::, +L--~i:,--~i +L--+i--~j
!... data may change ~! !
OATA (4 LINES 0D-03) ---i------«I_L_S _nibb_le--,-'IXlXiYX_Y__:Y_:;L_:L....lL....:ll:........lo.._M_S_Ni_bb_le_,'t-
!.. least significant nibble .!._ most sign~icant nibble ___..
i 1 byte
Figure 4.7: RX upload time diagram
Source: Extracted from [Radiometrix 1998]
Figure 4.8 depicts a flow diagram of the program written for the host.
Figure 4.8: RX flowdiagram of the code implementation
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4.3 Conclusion
It is evident that the interface of the RPC to the host is fairly simple. There was no need for
extensive programming. The program that was written for the RPC communication can be
found in Appendix A. This chapter introduced the operation of the RPC to the reader and also
explained the use of the RPC in the design.
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Stand-alone Unit
The SAU was designed with inclusion of a number of components. Of these components, the
most important are the following:
• Microprocessor
• Keypad
.LCD
• Floppy Drive
• Radio Link
The Floppy Drive is interfaced into the unit using a FDC. The unit can be updated in the future
to include, instead of a FDC, an IDE controller. This would mean that the unit can be upgraded
to have, for instance, a hard drive. This, of course will increase the amount of data that can be
stored.
In this chapter the developement phase, the conceptual and detail design phases as well as the
problems encountered during the design of the stand alone unit will be explained. The design
phase of the unit will be discussed under the headings of each of the individual components.
The source code for the SAU can be found in Appendix A. There is also a Users Manual
included in Appendix B, to present the reader with a logic understanding of how to operate the
unit.
5.1 Developement Phase
In this section there are a few concepts in the developement of the project that will be discussed.
These concepts include the size of the unit, the operation of the unit and the compatibility of
the unit with the computer.
41
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5.1.1 Size
It is optimal to keep the unit compact and small. Figure 5.1 is an illustration of what the unit
looks like. This illustration is not a full sized representation of the unit. The actual size of the
unit is about 20XlO cm, excluding the FDD and the RPc.
Power
-
-EJ [2]0 [2] [f]1410 0 rn
fJ 00 0 B00 0 [B
-
Floppy Connector
Keypad
Screen
RS232 Port
Figure 5.1: SAU Appearance
5.1.2 Operation
The operation of the unit has to be kept as simple as possible. It consists of an extremely easy
to use keypad interface to the unit. From this keypad the user can choose between a couple of
options to produce the desired results. The keypad will be discussed in more detail in Section
5.3. The LCD serves as the display unit for all the data and commands. This will also be
discussed further in Section 5.4.
5.1.3 Compatibility
This was acquired by the use of Radio links to communicate between the PC and the SAU. The
Radio links are connected via the RS232 port on the SAU. This port also enables the user to
connect the SAU directly to the PC with a normal serial cable, should this be needed.
5.2 Conceptual Design Phase
A blockdiagram of the conceptual design can be seen in Figure 5.2. In this Section, the basic
components of this unit, as found in Figure 5.2 will be discussed.
The short discussion on the conceptual design phase of this unit will be conducted as follows:
5.2.1 Microcontroller
5.2.2 Screen
5.2.3 Floppy Drive
5.2.4 Computer
5.2.5 Keypad
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Screen
---------------i ComputerFloppy Drive Microcontroller
L J
Keypad
Figure 5.2: SAD Conceptual Design
5.2.1 Microcontroller
The microcontroller is responsible for all the data communication and program execution of the
unit. The software that was generated for this unit will be discussed in all the relevant sections
and the source code is included in Appendix A.
5.2.2 Screen
The screen will display the file read from, as well as written to the floppy. As soon as the unit
is powered up the screen will display the necessary information to get it started.
5.2.3 Floppy Drive
The floppy drive is connected to the unit on a port by means of a ribbon cable. A power cable
is also connected on the outside. The interface to the floppy drive is via the FDC.
5.2.4 Computer
When the user wants to write to the, floppy drive, he/she has to use the interface program on
the computer to type and save a file. When the correct settings are chosen, the data will be
transmitted via radio link to the appropriate SAD or modem.
From this point onwards, the rest of the operation of the unit can be done without any commu-
nication with the computer.
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5.2.5 Keypad
The whole concept of working is based on the use of certain codes. The status of the unit will
be determined by the code entered on the keypad. When the unit is powered up, the user will
first have to type in his/her personal code. After the code is verified by the SAU, the user will
then have a menu of four options to choose from.
The choices are as follows:
I Read File
2 Write File
3 Format Floppy
4 Exit
The unit has to be in the correct status. For example, when the SAU user wants to read from the
floppy, the unit has to be in the Read File Status. This is the case for all the SAU's options.
Figure 5.3 is the complete interface of the SAU. This illustrates the initial layout of the design.
To simplify this schematic for the reader, the component numbers (the number found at the top
of each of these components in the schematic) will be listed with the component it refers to.
• UI - AT89C52 (Microprocessor)
• U2 - HC373 (D-latch)
• U3 - 6225-8 (RAM)
• U4 - WD37C65 (Floppy Disk Subsystem Controller)
• U5 - MM74C922 (Keypad Encoder)
• U6 - EPM7032S (CPLO)
• U7 - MAX232 (RS232 interface)
• DISPI - PC2004-A (LCD)
• PI - Port I (Port for FDD)
5.3 Keypad Interface
A MM74C922 (Keypad encoder) is used to encode the signals that are received from the keypad.
As soon as a button is pressed the MM74C922 encodes the signal and generates an interrupt
through Data Available (DAV).
Because the AT89C55 receives an interrupt on the falling edge of the signal and DAV generates
a rising edge interrupt, the DAV signal has to be inverted. This is implemented in the Complex
Programmable Logic Device (CPLO), and will be discussed in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.4 illustrates the interface between the keypad and the MM74C922. Table 5.1 shows
DD~[:J
D[]Q~
x, 7 X4
X3 8 X3 A 17 oaa.
_X2 10 X2 B 16 .nai,
D8GJ[J " 11 Xl C 15 DB2Yl 1 Yl D 14 caa.
.xz, Z Y2 occ- 18
D8D8 Yl 3 Y3 GND=9_li 4 Y4 DA 12 OAL
QQQ 5 KBM 13 _Lllf_0 1 5 OEII: oseMM74C322
Yl rrXLx>X3 GND
x'
Figure 5.4: Keypad Interface
the codes generated by the MM74C922 when a button is pressed, and the decoding thereof by
the AT89C55. The block diagram in Figure 5.5 is an illustration of the code that was generated
Key Pressed D C B A Signals High at MM74C922 Output to AT89C55
I 0 0 0 0 Xl Yl 0
2 0 0 0 I X2YI I
3 0 0 I 0 X3 Yl 2
A 0 0 I 1 X4 Yl 3
4 0 I 0 0 Xl Y2 4
5 0 I 0 I X2Y2 5
6 0 I I 0 X3Y2 6
B 0 I I I X4Y2 7
7 I 0 0 0 Xl Y3 8
8 I 0 0 I X2Y3 9
9 I 0 I 0 X3 Y3 A
C I 0 1 I X4Y3 B
* I I 0 0 Xl Y4 C
0 I I 0 I X2Y4 D
# I I I 0 X3Y4 E
D I I I I X4Y4 F
Table 5.1: Codes generated by MM74C922 and the interpretation by the AT89C55
for the keypad interface.
The block diagram is implemented as a case statement in the program code for the keypad in-
terface. The interpretation of the block diagram is discussed next. The code for the keypad
interface is located in Appendix A.
When the unit is powered up, the screen is cleared and the unit goes into a waiting state. As
soon as it receives a DAV interrupt, the key pressed is compared with the Begin Key, *.
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Figure 5.5: Block diagram for Keypad Interface
If the comparison between the Begin key and the key pressed is found to be true, the unit goes
into the next state, the Waiting for Code state. In this state, every key that is pressed is compared
with the User Identification Key. After the Enter key (#) is detected, the user is allowed login to
the unit or not, depending on whether the correct code was entered.
If one or more digits of the code was entered incorrectly, the unit goes into the Logging off state
and the screen is cleared again. At this point the user can try again by starting with the Begin
Key.
If the code typed by the user, is verified, the unit enters the Option state. Here the user has one
of four choices:
1 Read File
2 Write File
3 Format Floppy
4 Log off
Depending on the choice made by the user, the unit will either read the file from the disk, write
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the file to the disk, format the disk, or log off from the system.
If the Read File choice is selected, the user can select line up/down or page left/right, or even
type in a page number. At any stage during the operation of the unit, the user can Log off by
pressing the Begin Key.
5.4 LCD Interface
The LCD used is the Powertip PC2004-A. This LCD has 4lines and a total of 20 charactersper
line. Figure 5.6 is an illustration of how the LCD and the AT89C55 interface with each other.
+5U
RESET RLE RLE GND
ER PSEN UCC
P0.0 P2.0 AB ua
A9 RS
DB2
P0.! P2. I
Ale RfW :::>
DB3
P0.2 P2.2
All E _JP0.3 P2.3 DB0 I
DB4 AI2 DB0 [')PEl.4 P2.4 OBI (1)[IBS RI3 DBI N
DB6
P0.5 P2.5
Alt
DB2 DB2 ~
DB?
P0.6 P2.6
AIS
DB3 DB3 IP0.? P2.? DB4 (j)DB4 _J
Des 0PI.'1 P3.'1 RXD DB5 L
Pl.l P3. I TXD DB6 DB6
DB7P1.2 P3.2 DRU DB?
Pl.3 P3.3 IRQ LED+
Pl.4 P3.4 T0 LED-
PI.S P3.S Tl LCDPI.S P3.S WR
Pl.? P3.? RD
XTALI
XTRL2 Plee""
RTS9C55
r l'PF
Figure 5.6: LCD interface
The ReadIWrite (RIW) line of the LCD is pulled to Ground (GND), because it was decided that
it is unnecessary to read the status of the LCD. Instead the required Delay time was incorporated
into the source code of the LCD interface. This Delay is sent before each command, to ensure
correct communication with the LCD. The initialisation commands for the LCD are listed in
Table 5.2.
It will be noticed that some of the commands in the table are repetitive. The reason for this is
that these commands are listed in the precise order for correct initialisation of the LCD, and
some of the commands have to be repeated at a later stage in the initialisation process.
The display positions of the LCD are not in a numeric sequence.
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Instruction RS DB7 DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 DBl DBO
Clear Display 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Initialisation step 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
Initialisation step 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
Initialisation step 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
Function Set 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Display off 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Display on 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Entry mode Set 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Clear Display 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Cursor Home 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Cursor Off 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Cursor Home 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Table 5.2: Instruction set for initialisation for PC2004-A
Source: Extracted from [Powertip n.d.]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 _ Display Position
l-line 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 OA 08 ac 00 OE OF 10 11 12 13
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 48 4C 40 4E 4F 50 51 52 53
14 15 16 17 18 19 lA 18 lC 10 lE lF 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
54 55 56 57 58 59 5A 58 5C 50 5E 5F 60 61 62 63 54 65 66 67
~ DO RAM address
2-line
3-line
4-line
Figure 5.7: Display position and DD RAM address for PC2004-A
Source: Extracted from [Powertip n.d.]
Figure 5.7 shows that the first line on the display is followed, numerically, by the third line.
From this point some characters are skipped and are then followed by the second line. In return
the second line is followed by the fourth. It was therefore necessary to equate the line position
addresses very precisely.
5.5 CPLD
The CPLD is used for address decoding. Most of the devices in the SAU are interfaced as exter-
nal memory devices. These are the FDC, Memory and Keypad. For this reason the three Most
Significant Bits (MSBs) of the address line are used to decode between these different devices.
AI5 AI4 A13 Address Device Signal
0 0 0 OxOXXX Memory Select
0 0 I Ox2XXX Keypad Select
I 0 0 Ox8XXX FDC Select
I I 0 OxCXXX FDCLDCR
Table 5.3: Address decoding for the CPLD
Because of this decoding it was possible to address the different devices as memory. The C-
compiler that was used has two commands:
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• peek - for external memory read
• poke - for external memory write
The VHDL-code that was generated can also be found in Appendix A.
5.6 RS232
The RS232 port is included for Serial Communication to and from the PC. It was only decided
later to incorporate the Radio links, which are discussed in Chapter 4. The RS232 port is now
used as the connection between the SAU and Radio link.
The port was interfaced to the system via a MAX232. Figure 5.8 illustrates the interconnection
between the RS232 and the MAX232. Itwas necessary to connect only the RX, TX and GND
lines of the RS232 port. The reason for this is that the communication is only for data and each
data packet has its specific command parameters.
+51J
C14
+~ WuF
C12
Cl+ UCC 16 +
3 Cl- U+ 2
l0uF
4 C2+ IJ- 6
1-'-'----=5'--iC2 - 1TOUT
l0uF
2TOUT
TXD 1TIN RIl N ~=---------=-K)
2TIN
RXD RIOUTR2IN
R20UT GND
MAX232
Figure 5.8: RS232 interface
5.7 Floppy Disk Controller
The FDC that is used is the WD37C65B. There are many different elements to consider when
interfacing the FDC to a microprocessor. In this section the various tools used to accomplish
this interface are discussed.
5.7.1 DMA and NON-DMA
With the WD37C65B it is possible to do both Direct Memory Access (DMA) as well as NON-
DMA transfer. Because a AT89C55 was used, DMA transfer could not be incorporated into the
design as this microcontroller does not support DMA transfers. Therefore the FDC had to be
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used in NON-DMA transfer mode.
If the NON-DMA transfer mode is used, interrupts or polling can be used for data transfer. For
the interrupt there is an external pin which can be connected to one of the interrupt pins of the
microprocessor. The MSB of the Master Status Register (MSR), Request for Master(RQM), bit
can be polled to determine whether the drive is ready or not.
5.7.2 Base, Special and PC-ATmode
There are three modes in which the FDC can be operated. Figure 5.9 is a flow diagram illus-
trating the relationship between the three modes.
HARDWARE
RESET
~
READ MASTER
WRITE (1XOOXOXX)
STATUS REGISTER
TO OPERATIONS
REGISTER
+
READ CONTROL
REGISTER
BASE
MODE
1-,--
~
SPECIAL
MODE
!
WRITE (OXOOXOXX) WRITE (00000000)
TO OPERATIONS TO OPERATIONS
REGISTER REGISTER
~
PC AT
READ CONTROL
REGISTER~
MODE
Figure 5.9: Flow Diagram illustrating the relationship between Base, Special and PC-AT mode
Source: Extracted from [Western Digital 1989]
Base Mode
It is accessed by any read or write to the FOC, but it is advised to do a read from the MSR first.
In this mode the Operations Register (OR) cannot be used, but Interrupt (IRQ) and DMA are
driven. For this application, only IRQ is needed. The outputs DSl to DS4 are used to select
between drives 1 to 4.
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Special Mode
This mode allows the use of the OR. For this mode the OR is loaded with (lXOOXOXX). After
that a read to the Control Register (CR) is needed. In this mode DSl to DS4 is again used to
select the drive to use.
PC-AT Mode
For NON-DMA transfer mode this mode is not recommended, because after completion of any
command, the FOC will issue an abnormal termination error status.
It is evident that the choice lies between the Base Mode and the Special Mode, because of the
fact that the PC-AT Mode is not normal operation for the NON-DMA transfer mode. The mode
that was chosen to work in was the Base Mode. The reason for this is simply that there was no
response from the FOC when an attempt to use it in Special Mode was made.
5.7.3 Registers of the FDC
There are four primary registers and another four secondary registers.
Main Status Register
The MSR contains the status information of the FOC. This register can be read at any time dur-
ing the operation of the FDC. Table 5.4 shows the information that can be read from the MSR.
BIT NAME SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
DBO FDD OBusy DOB FDD number 0 is busy
DBI FDD I Busy DIB FDD number 1 is busy
DB2 FDD 2Busy D2B FDD number 2 is busy
DB3 FDD 3 Busy D3B FDD number 3 is busy
DB4 FDCBusy CB Read or Write busy, accept no other command
DB5 Execution Mode EXM Set during Execution Phase
DB6 Data Input DIO Direction of Data Transfer
DB7 Request for Master RQM Data Register Ready
Table 5.4: Master Status Register
Source: Extracted from [Western Digitall989]
The Data Input (DIO) and RQM bits can be used to poll the FDC. If these bits are in the correct
state, as shown in Table 5.5, the data transfer to and from the FDC can be established.
The other four Status Registers are considered secondary registers, as they can only be read
during the Result Phase of a command. The information Tables of these Status Registers can be
found in Appendix E.
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RQM DID DESCRIPTION
0 0 No transfer
0 1 No transfer
1 0 Transfer from /-LP to FDC
1 1 Transfer from FDC to /-LP
Table 5.5: Settings of DID and RQM
Source: Extracted from [Western Digital 1989]
Control Register
The two Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of the Data Register (DR) are latched in with WRand
LDC R. These two LSBs are known as CRO and CRI. The CR is used to select the desired
data rate. The data rate then determines the internal clock generation. Pin 22 of the FDC, Drive
Type (DRV), also has an influence on the data rate.
Table 5.6 presents the CR options as well as the DRV influence. The data rate that is needed
for the 1.44 MB 3!" drive is 500 K.
CRI CRO DRV DATA RATE
0 0 X 500K
0 1 0 250K
0 1 1 300K
1 0 X 250K
1 1 X Not applicable
Table 5.6: Control Register Options
Source: Extracted from [Western Digital 1989]
Data Register
The DR can be selected by Address line 0 (AO). Table 5.7 demonstrates the relationship
between AO, RD, W R, the DR and the MSR. The DR is used to load the data for the various
AO RD WR FUNCTION
0 0 1 ReadMSR
0 1 0 lllegal
0 0 0 lllegal
1 0 0 lllegal
1 0 1 Read for DR
1 1 0 Write to DR
Table 5.7: Data Register
Source: Extracted from [Western Digital 1989]
commands.
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Operations Register
The OR is used to control the FDD spindle motor and to select the desired disk drive. The data
of this register is latched in with W Rand LDO R. When the FOC is used in the Basic Mode,
the OR is inaccessible, therefore this application does not use the OR.
5.7.4 Command Parameters
There are a total of fifteen commands that the WD37C65B can execute. Although all these
commands are not used in the design they are all listed in Table 5.8. Each of these commands
Read Data
Read Deleted Data
Write Data
Write Deleted Data
Read a Track
Read ID
Format a Track
Scan Low or Equal
Scan High or Equal
Recalibrate
Sense Interrupt Status
Specify
Sense Drive Status
Seek
Table 5.8: The Commands of the Wd37C65B
Source: Extracted from [Western Digital 1989]
consists of three different phases:
• Command Phase
• Execution Phase
• Result Phase
Command Phase
The FDC receives all the information needed to execute a certain command from the micropro-
cessor.
Execution Phase
The FDC executes the Command given to it during the Command Phase.
Result Phase
The FDC makes different information available to the processor.
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Each of the commands used in the design is illustrated in table form in Appendix E. A short
discussion on each of these commands can also be found in this Appendix.
5.7.5 Implementation
Figure 5.10 shows the interface of the FDC with the microcontroller and the floppy drive.
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Figure 5.10: Floppy drive interface
Floppy Drive Interface
The interface between the FDC and the FDD is standard. Figure 5.11 illustrates the pin con-
nection of the floppy drive and Table 5.9 displays all the pin names. If these pins are compared
to that of the FOC, it is apparent that the interconnection between the FDC and the FOD is
standard. With the exception of four pull-up resistors (at ID X, TROD, WP and RD D), the
pins are connected on the corresponding connectors of the floppy drive.
Microcontroller Interface
For the interconnection between the FDC and the Microcontroller, a little more attention was
needed. The Data lines of the FDC were connected to the Data lines of the microcontroller.
However, there was found to be ringing on the lines, and therefore it was needed to insert pull-
up resistors. The reason for this is that TTL cannot drive CMOS signals. This is not true for the
34
00000000000000000
00000000000000000
33
Figure 5.11: Floppy drive pin connectors
Source: Extracted from [Kozierok 1999]
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PIN NAME DESCRIPTION
2 REDWG Density Select
4 nic no connection
6 nic no connection
8 INDEX Index
10 MOTEA Motor Enable A
12 DRVSB Drive select B
14 DRVSA Drive select A
16 MOTEB Motor Enable B
18 DIR Direction
20 STEP Step
22 WDATE Write Data
24 WGATE Floppy Write Enable
26 TRKOO Track 0
28 WPT Write Protect
30 RDATA Read Data
32 SIDE! Head Select
34 nic no connection
Table 5.9: Internal Diskdrive
Source: Extracted from [Kozierok 1999]
opposite, though. CMOS has no problems driving TTL signals. This problem is discussed in
full in Section 5.8.
There are a number of signals that are connected directly from the Microcontroller to the
FDC. These signals are:
.RD
.WR
.AO
.TC
.RST
RD and W R are connected directly to the RD and WR lines of the microcontroller, and RST is
connected to the RESET line of the microcontroller. In effect AOis not directly connected to the
Microcontroller, because of the latch that is between them. Terminal Count (TC) is connected
to P1.2, because this signal can be toggled manually.
In Section 5.5 the signals that were connected via the CPLD was already mentioned. There
are three of them and they are the LDO R, LDG Rand GS signals. The reason for this con-
nection is that the FDC can now be addressed as external memory, as was stated in Section
5.5.
The source code written for the interface between the FDC and the microcontroller can be
found in Appendix A.4. Figure 5.12 illustrates the flow diagram that was implemented as the
source code for the FDC.
From Figure 5.12 it can be seen that Sense Interrupt Status is included twice. The reason
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Figure 5.12: Flow Diagram illustrating the source code implemented for the FOC
for this is that the Sense Interrupt Status is used in conjunction with the Seek and Recalibrate
commands, because these two commands do not have a Result phase.
The Command in Figure 5.12 can be defined as one of four possibilities:
• Format A Track
• Read Data
• Write Data
• ReadID
As was already stated all these commands are discussed in detail in Appendix E.
5.8 Problems encountered in the Design
Most of the problems that were encountered, was in the floppy drive design. Initially it was
decided to communicate with the FDC in the Special Mode (see Section 5.7.2). The reason for
this was the fact that there are more options available to make the operation of the FOC easier.
This mode is very precise in the various settings of the FDe. The first problem thus encoun-
tered was in this mode. No response was found from the FDe. Various different settings were
tried, but still no response from the FOC. This occurrence led to the dismissal of this approach.
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The new approach was to try and induce a reaction by using the FDC in Base Mode. With this
attempt, a response was received, but it was not the anticipated response. The data that was
returned to the microprocessor, was viewed on the Logic Analyzer. Here it was seen that the
MSR returned a value that was unwanted by the designer.
The next step was to study the signals with a Logic Analyser. This indicated that there was
ringing on the data lines of the FDC. This was eliminated through the use of pull-up resistors.
The pull-up resistors had a value of 4,7 kO each. The revised detail schematic of the SAU, can
be found in Figure 5.13. The cause of the ringing was already described in Section 5.7.5,
namely TTL signals cannot drive CMOS signals.
Why do TTL signals need pull-up resistors when driving CMOS signals? This question is easily
answered when looking at the input and output characteristics of both CMOS and TTL. This
information was found in Horowitz & Hill [1995]. TTL requires a +5V supply voltage, but
only pulls high to about +3,5V. It has, however, good sinking, almost to ground. When driving
CMOS signals, full swing from rail to rail is needed. This means, the signal input has to be +5V
for a +5V supply CMOS. Therefore, it is important that the TTL be able to supply an output
swing of +5V. As TTL cannot supply this, it is therefore necessary to include a pull-up resistor
to +5V between TTL and CMOS.
The choice of size of this resistor is a compromise. A smaller value will ensure faster reaction,
but this uses more power. The typical value of a pull-up resistor is advised by Horowitz & Hill
[1995] as 4,7kO. This pull-up resistor will bring the TTL output swing all the way up to +5V.
CMOS swings from rail to rail in it's output, so it has no problems driving TTL.
After this addition to the design it was found that the FDC selects the correct drive as stipulated
by the programmer. A Recalibrate command was then sent to the FDC. This simply moves the
head of the floppy drive to the start position. After this command it was needed to do a Sense
interrupt Status command. The Recalibrate command instigates a interrupt after execution so
the reason for the interrupt had to be investigated before continuation was possible. A Seek
command was then executed to move the head of the floppy drive to a specific position on the
floppy. These commands were executed successfully.
The next logical step was to try Formatting the disk. It was then discovered that the AT89C52
was too slow to give all the needed commands on time. As stated in Section 3.1, another
problem was that the AT89C52 did not have enough internal flash memory for the program
source code. The AT89C52 was replaced by the pin compatible but faster AT89C55. A faster
crystal was then inserted into the design, but still the command was not executed successfully.
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At this time it was decided rather to continue with the rest of the project. The floppy drive
project was then set aside.
5.9 Conclusion
The floppy drive is still not in a state of full operation. Too many problems were encountered.
As too much time was wasted on the floppy drive project, it was decided to abandon it, as this
was not such an important part of the design and it can be completed at a later stage. There was
also not much information and support on the working of the FDC as these components are out
of date and information on them is not freely available. The FDC used in the design was found
in an old computer.
It is advisable not to include a FDC in the system, but instead a device that is more freely
available and has more support on its operation. If a FDD is a must to be included, rather
use an IDE controller instead of the FDC. An example of a different choice of device to add
would be a Hard Disk Drive. For this device it would be necessary to include an IDE controller.
This implies that it can be possible to still include the FDD and also add a CD ROM if it was
required.
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Windows Interface
The Windows interface was developed in Delphi 4. The basic construction is an editor, with
the addition of the tools needed for transmission of data from the PC to the SAU, as well as
transmission via the modem to other PC's.
The interface was designed to be user friendly. This chapter will include discussions on the
developement of the interface in Delphi, as well as detailed explanations of how the Serial and
Modem Communications were established. The radio links are discussed in Chapter 4. A User
Manual for the windows interface is included in Appendix D. The source code for all the
applications written in Delphi can be found in Appendix C.
6.1 Developement
A number of components in the program had to be designed for the implementation of this
interface. It was decided to design a text editor with all the basic components, to enable the user
to type a text file and save it. Except for the text editor an interface to the RS232 port of the
computer also had to be designed. This interface will be discussed in Section 6.3. Itwas also
necessary to include a database that could be edited by the users for the different user numbers.
A short discussion on each of these components will be continued as follows:
6.1.1 Text Editor
6.1.2 Serial Communication
6.1.3 Database
6.1.4 About Box
6.1.1 Text Editor
The text editor was designed to be in the same category as the windows editor, Wordpad. Figure
6.1 is an illustration of the text editor at runtime. From this illustration all the Main Menu Items
can be seen. These items as well as their subsections will be discussed in more detail in Section
6.2
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A te!!t editor with all the needed e!!tras.1
Figure 6.1: Text Editor appearance
6.1.2 Serial Communication
This is one of the most important components of the program. This is the interface between the
windows application and the communication ports of the computer. According to the unit the
specific communication port is chosen. This in return enables either one of the SAU's or the
modem. The user chosen, indicates a specific unit, and the file is only the text file that is going
to be sent. Figure 6.2 illustrates the Serial Communication form at runtime.
Figure 6.2: Serial Communication interface
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6.1.3 Database
Figure 6.3 illustrates the interface for entering the names of the users and the unit numbers at
runtime. These unit numbers are now used to communicate with a specific unit to the matching
unit number. The names entered against the unitnumbers are, for example, the name of the
person using that specific unit.
Figure 6.3: Data Units
6.1.4 About Box
Under the Help menu item there is a sub item, About, that displays some information on the
program. Figure 6.4 is an illustration of the pop up box that appears when this item is selected.
To exit this form, the user only has to select the OK button.
Figure 6.4: Data Units
6.2 Main Interface
The main interface is the text editor. As was already stated in Section 6.1.1, this interface was
designed to correspond with the Windows text editor, Wordpad. It can be asked, why create a
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text editor as well, and why not just create an application from where the file can be sent. The
reason for this is simply: to make it more user friendly. It is much easier for the user to only
use one program that can do everything needed for this application, instead of a different one
for each specific application.
The application was designed by using Parent and Child forms. The main form is the parent,
whereas the new document is the child form. Figures 6.5 and 6.7 show the two different forms
at design time. The rest of this section will be discussed under the following two headings:
6.2.1 Parent Form
6.2.2 Child Form
6.2.1 Parent Form
Figure 6.5: Parent form
From Figure 6.5 it can be seen that there are eight dialog boxes on this form. These dialog
boxes are used for the different commands inside the program. The dialog boxes are from left
to right:
• TMainMenu
• TOpenDialog
• TImageList
• TSaveDialog
• TFindDialog
• TReplaceDialog
• TPrintDialog
• TPrinterSetupDialog
TMainMenu This dialog is used to create the main menu of the form. In Figure 6.5 the Main
menu of the application can be seen just above the shortcut buttons. Each of these headings in
the Main menu has its own subdivisions, as seen in Figure 6.6 (a) to (e). It is noticable that
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some of the selections are not visible. This is because their visible attribute was set to false.
These selections will become visible as soon as the child form is opened.
(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
(e)
Figure 6.6: Main menu items: (a) File, (b)Edit, (a) File, (b)Edit and (b)Edit.
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TOpenDialog This dialog is used to display a windows box to select and open a specific file.
This dialog only appears when the Open selection on the main menu is made. As soon as the
user selects the open command the dialog is closed again and the file chosen, is opened.
TImageList The TImageList Dialog box is used to handle all the icons that are used in the
program. Each icon added to the Image List has a unique indexnumber. To use the specific
icon, just choose the Image List containing the icon and insert the index number of the icon in
the ImageIndex attribute of the specific item, for instance a button or a menu item, etc.
TSaveDialog This dialog is used to display a windows box for saving files. The dialog only
appears the moment when the Save or Save as selection on the main menu is made. As soon as
the user selects the save command the dialog is closed again and the file is saved.
TFindDialog This creates the Find box where the user can type in the string that he/she wants
to find. This box does not appear at runtime, only when the user selects the Find option.
TReplaceDialog Very much the same as the TFindDialog, this creates the Replace box where
the user can type in the string that he/she wants to replace. This box also does not appear at
runtime, only when the user selects the Replace option.
TPrintDialog This enables the Print dialog as soon as the user selects the Print option. The
user can select the printer with this option as well as the properties of the chosen printer. When
the Print button is selected, the current document is printed and the Print box closes.
TPrinterSetupDialog This Dialog enables the setup of the various printers. It appears when
the user selects the Printer Setup option and closes after the user has made all the settings and
selects the OK option.
6.2.2 Child Form
From Figure 6.7 it can be seen that there is only one dialog box for this form. The dialog box
is the TMainMenu dialog. The child form Main Menu merges with the parent form Main Menu
as soon as the child form is opened. In this case it can be done by opening a new or existing
file.
The Main Menu of the child form is identical to that of the parent form, with the exception that
the items that are inactive on the parent form are active on the child form.
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Figure 6.7: Child form
6.3 Serial Communication
The program utilised to create the Serial Communication is Seriecoms [van der Merwe 1998].
Serconneet is the program that was written by the author as the Serial Communication program.
Seriecoms as well as Serconneet can both be found in Appendix C.
Figure 6.8: Serconneet form at design time
Figure 6.8 displays the form of Serconneet at designtime. In this illustration it can be seen that
there are no Dialog boxes on this form.
The rest of the discussion in this section will be conducted as follows:
6.3.1 Connect, Send and Disconnect
6.3.2 Unit Type
6.3.3 User Name
6.3.4 File Name
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6.3.1 Connect, Send and Disconnect
As was already mentioned, the Serial communication was enabled using the program Seriecoms
[van der Merwe 1998]. As soon as the Connect button is selected, the program jumps to the
SerConnectClick procedure. In this procedure the necessary serial communication variables are
setup. There are two different setup properties. Firstly if a SAU is selected and secondly if a
modem is selected as communication device. The only difference between these two devices is
the communication port that is used and the baud rate. As soon as all the settings are correct,
the procedure Openê.Comsï) is called and the port is opened at the correct baud rate and parity
settings etc.
After the port is opened, the data can be sent. When the Send button is selected, the necessary
protocol extras are appended and the file chosen is sent. The data is written to the port using the
Writeê.portï) procedure.
When all the data has been successfully transferred, the port is closed again on the selection of
the Disconnect button. The Closeê.Comsf) procedure is called when the Disconnect button is
pressed.
6.3.2 Unit Type
The choice between the Modem and the SAU can be made in the first lookup box. As soon as
one of the two is selected the program jumps to the UniUypeChange. According to the unit
type, a specific TYPE number is assigned. This number is then used to select the communica-
tions port that has to be opened.
6.3.3 User Name
The User Name lookup box is called a TDBLookupComboBox. This lookup box is connected
to the Database created by the Data units option. It is linked to the database via a datasource.
By inserting the list source option of the lookupbox as Fullname, the complete name of the
different entries of the database is displayed in the box. There is also a key field option that has
to be stipulated, which is selected as Unitnumber. This ensures that as soon as a selection of the
name has been made, the Usemumber of that name is extracted from the database and allocated
to the ID property. This property ensures that the data will be sent to the correct unit.
6.3.4 File Name
For this selection the lookup box is called a TFileListBox. The files included in the box are
selected by the Mask option. The pathname and extension can be typed in and then only those
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specific files will be included. In this application the only files that are included is text (* .txt)
files.
6.4 Database
Figure 6.9 is an illustration of the Unit data form at design time. From this figure it can be
seen that there are a number of unknown items thus far. These items will all be discussed in this
section.
Figure 6.9: Data Units
6.4.1 TDBNavigator
In Figure 6.10 the TDBNavigator Bar can be seen. This bar is used to navigate through the data
in a dataset. It is used to insert and delete entries into or out of the dataset. Again it is necessary
to assign the DataSource property to a valid datasource.
Figure 6.10: DBNavigator Bar
6.4.2 TDBEdit Boxes
These are just data base edit boxes. Each of these boxes are assigned to the DataSource, as well
as the specific Datafield that it points to. These datafields determine in which column of the
Table the entry will be added.
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6.4.3 TDBGrid
This is used to display and manipulate the data in the dataset which makes it possible to display
the data in a tabular grid. It has to be linked to a specific DataSource. As soon as the correct
DataSource is selected and the Table is created, the data will be displayed in the Grid.
6.4.4 TDataSource
TDataSource provides the interface between the dataset and all the necessary components.
These components include the Edit boxes, the Grid, the Navigator bar, the LookupCombo box
of the Serconneet program, and the Table. The DataSource connects all these components to
the dataset that is used for this application. The DataSource has to be connected to the Dataset
that contains the data needed. This can be done in the DataSet field of the DataSource.
6.4.5 TTable
The TTable is used to create the Dataset. The FieldDefinitions are edited and the specific fields
are added to the Table. After the settings are made, right click on the TTable dialog and select
create table. This will create the dataset and everything is enabled.
6.5 Conclusion
The windows interface is the connection between the SAU and the PC as well as the PC and
modem. Successful communication between the PC and the SAU was established with the use
of a RS232 cable. The only problem at this stage is that the PC does not respond to data being
sent from the SAU to the Pc. There is not an interrupt service incorporated into the design of
the Windows interface, and this is the reason why the PC will not respond to any data from the
SAU.
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Conclusion
The system consists of various components. A PC, a SAU and an interconnection for these two.
The interconnection was done with the use of a RPC. At the PC side of the design, a Windows
interface was developed to enable the PC user to communicate with the SAU user.
The RPC was inserted to make the communication between the PC and the SAU wireless. This
led to a reduced cost, because wiring was unnecessary. The lack of wiring also led to a neater
environment. The SAU has a FDD which enables the SAU user to save the data received from
the PC on a Floppy Disk.
This product is basically an educational tool. As a remote system, the SAU can be used any-
where, as no wiring is necessary. Itwill never replace books, but it can be a big addition to the
world of literature. Especially in places with underprivileged children, where books are some-
times not readily available for the hungry minds of these young scholars.
The SAU is very user friendly and easy to use. This implies that it can also be used by fairly
young children. This will introduce the children to technology at an early age. It can also be
expanded to become a more advanced learning tool.
A better choice of interface used with the storage device, would have been an IDE controller. It
is essential that the device that is to be used should be freely available, because the availability
of sufficient data on this component is of utmost importance. If the choice had to be made again,
an IDE controller would have been used instead of a FOe.
It would be wise not to spend too much time on a specific problem. Too much time was spent
on the Floppy Drive, which led to less attention been paid to other details that might have been
more important.
The fact that the PC would not respond to any attempt for communication from the SAU, can be
71
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considered a shortcoming in the design. This problem occurred due to the fact that the Delphi
Program could not respond to an interrupt received on the communication ports. It can be fixed
by incorporating a service routine, that runs in the background of the application, constantly
checking the communication ports for any sign of information.
All these problems encountered, led to a broadening of experience. Sometimes it is better to
abandon a specific problem, than to waste too much time on it. Rather spend more time on
matters that are more critical.
A big variety of components had to be designed for this project and it proved to be quite chal-
lenging to the designer. New information was acquired, new approaches to problems was nec-
essary, and the project in itself was a lot of fun.
It is necessary to communicate with co-students and lecturers. More knowledge is gained from
your own and other people's experience than anywhere else.
Expansion of the system is possible by making it more user friendly and more advanced. The
keypad can be replaced by a keyboard to enable the SAU user to type and save data on the SAU
itself. If the FDC is replaced by an IDE controller, a Hard Drive can be added to the system.
This will mean more storage space for data. The SAU can be made Dos compatable, this way
the SAU user can also work at home, or any other place where access to a PC is possible. The
data can then just be transferred from the Floppy to the SAU.
The SAUscan also be enabled to communicate with each other, by making use of a more com-
plex Communication Protocol which would have to be incorporated in the design.
In conclusion, the concept is very useful as an educational tool. The inclusion of the Floppy
Drive makes the system more compact and creates the possibility of transferring data by use of
the Floppy, which in turn does not limit a person to working only in one place.
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A.I Main Program
1******************* Include Files *******************1
#include <8051 io . h>
#include <8051 reg. h>
#include <8051 int. h>
#include <8051 bit. h>
#include "d:\tesis\progra-1\lcd.c"
#include "d: \tesis \progra -1 \floppy. c"
#include "d: \ tesis \progra -1 \ serie. c"
#include "d: \tesis\progra-1 \keypad.c"
main (void)
{
Key .code [0] Key _0 ;
Key .code [ 1] Key _0 ;
Key .code [2] Key _0 ;
Key .code [3] Key _0 ;
Eerste _keer 1;
Key .co de .buf cp o s = 0;
Ne w c s e r ie i d a t a cf l a g = 0;
Flopflag = 0;
Fl o p p y c in t e r r up t cf l a g = 0;
New _button _flag = 0;
Ser i e e n = 1;
Data_there = 0;
Dat a c t e l = 1;
ID_correct = 0;
TYPE .correct 0;
SOH_received = 0;
NCN = 0;
PCN = 0;
request 0;
R = 0;
C = 0;
H = 0;
R = 0;
N = 0;
inttel = 0;
1* ln it Ti merO ();*I
SeriaLInit 0;
InitDisplay 0;
w r it e rd at a (Ox3S);
InitFDC 0;
while(1)
{
if (New _serie_data_flag 1)
{
Re c e iv e i.s e r ie d a t a 0;
Ne w c s e r ie c d at a cf l a g = 0;
}
if (New_button_flag 1)
{
Ne w cbutt o n cfl a g 0;
Ke y p a d cst at e 0;
}
}
}
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A.2 Keypad Program
1*
* Main program for the keypad
*1
1* DAV - P3.2
*A -PI.O
*8 -PI.f
* C - PI.2
*D -PI.3
*1
1******************* Include Files *******************1
#include "d:\tesis\progra-l\keypad.h"
1******************* Global Variables ***************1
int Key .co d e .buf .po s , Key .pag e murn.po s ;
byte Key .code [4];
byte Ke y cco de cbuf [10];
byte Key.page- num [5];
byte DAV;
byte Previous .b u t t o n :
byte Button;
byte New .butt o n ;
byte New cbu tt o n cfl ag ;
byte Cu r r e n t i k e y p a d c s t a t e ;
byte Ee r s t e cke er :
byte Li n e cm emor y .buff'er [20];
INTERRUPT ( _IEO_) Button_is_pressed ()
{
New .buuon = peek(Ox2000);
Ne w cb u tt o n cf'l a g = 1;
}
Ke y p ad c s t at e (void)
{
Pr e v io u s c bu tt o n = Button;
Button = New .button I 0 xFO;
if (Eerste_keer)
{
if (Button == Key .be g in )
{
Ee r s t e i ke e r = 0;
}
else
Curre n t i k e y pad _state
}
if (Button == Ke y .be g in )
{
Keypad .Id l e :
Cu r r e n t i k e y p a d c s t a t e = Ke y p a d c wa it cfo r .c od e ;
Disp_clear 0;
blahfl = w a it c c o d e cp h r a s e ;
FirsLline 0;
}
switch (CurrenLkeypad_state)
{
case Ke y pad c id l e :
break;
case Ke y p ad cw a it cf o r i c o d e :
if (Button != Key .be g in )
{
if (Button == Key ce nt e r )
{
1* Disp .cl ear () ..
b lahf l = code-finish ..
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First .Li n e ();*I
for (Key .co d e .buf i p o s 0; Ke y cc od e cbu fcpo s < 4 Key cco d e cbu Lpo s ++)
{
1* D'i sp ccl e ar ();
b l ah]l = code sc omp ar e ;
First .l in e ();*I
if (Key .c od e rbuf [ Key _code .buf .p o s ) != Key .code [ Key .co de _buLpos ])
{
Disp_clear 0;
blahfl = c o d e c in c o r r e c t ;
FirsLli ne 0;
1* w rit e sc omm an d I s l };
w r i t e cd a t a LKe ysco de sb uf l i j);
write .d at a ( Ke yic ode (j j);
w ri t e sd at a (i + Ox30);
w r i t e cd a t u (j + Ox30);
writ e scommand t t l };
w r it e sd at a t Ke y sc o de sb u] (OJ - OxCE);
w r i t e cd a t a i Ke y sc o de sb u] (1] - OxCE);
w r it e sd at u t Ke y cc o de sb uf (2] - OxCE);
w r it e cd at a t Ke y ico de sb u] (3] - OxCE);
write .c ommand ( [o l );
write .d at a ( Ke y icode {OJ
w r i t e s.d a t a i Ke y icode {1]
write .d at a ( Key se ode {2]
wr it e id at a [Ke yscode (3]
Cu r r e n t c k e y p a d c s t a t e =
Ne w cbu t t o n cf l a g = I;
Ke yc c od e cbuf cp o s = 0;
break;
OxCE);
OxCE);
OxCE);
OxCE);*1
Ke yp ad cex it ;
}
else
{
Disp_clear 0;
blahfl = co d e cco r r ec t :
Fi r s t c l in e 0;
Disp_clear 0;
blahfl Vi e w cf il e c c h o ic e :
blah si
blahtl
Write_file_choice;
Por m a tc d is k c c h o ic.e :
blahol ExiLchoice;
Fi r s t c l in e 0;
Se c o n d i.l in e 0;
T'h ir d i l in e 0;
Eo u r t h c l in c 0;
Cu r r e nt c k e y p a d c s t a t e Ke ypadmain.rne nu ;
New .bu tt o n .f'l a g = I;
break;
}
}
}
else
{
if (Previous_button == Ke y cbeg in )
{
Key .c o d e .bu Lp o s = 1;
Df s p c c l e ar 0;
Ke y cc o d e cbuf [0) = Button;
w r it e c d a t a (Ox2A);
}
else
{
1* w ri t e scom man d Hr x l a );*1
Key .c od e cbuf [Key .cod e cbu Lp o s ) = Button;
1* w ri t e cd a t a { Ke y cc o d e sb uf sp o s + Ox30);
write .d at a ( Key .c o de .b uf ( Key .c o de .b uf ip o s ] - OxCE); *1
w r it e i d a t a (Ox2A);
Ke y cc o d e cbuf cp o s ++;
}
}
}
break;
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case Keypad.rnain.rnenu :
switch (Button)
{
/* case Key s l :
Current .k e y p ad ss t a t e Ke yp ad snew scode ;
Disp_clear ();
blahfl = co de inew ;
First .Li n e ();
Ke y sc o de sb uf sp o s 0;
break; */
case Ke y.i l :
Cu r r e n t ck e y p a d c s t a t e Ke ypad cv ie w _file;
Ne w cbu t to n cf Ia g = 1;
break;
case Key_2:
Cu r r e n t ck e y p a d c s t a t e Ke y pa d cw r it e cf il e ;
Ne w cb u t to n cf l ag = 1;
break;
case Key i L:
Cu r r e n t ck e y p ad c s t a t e Ke yp ad cfo r m at i d isk ;
Ne w cb u t t o mf lag = 1;
break;
case Key A :
Cu r r e n t ck e y p a d i s t a t e Keypad_exit;
Ne w cb ut to n cf l ag = 1;
break;
default :
break;
};
break;
/* case Ke y p ad snew sc ode :
if (Button == Ke y cen t e r }
{
for ( Ke y sc ode sb uf sp o s = 0; Ke y cc o de sb uf sp o s < 4; Ke y sc o de sb uf sp o s ++)
Ke y icode [Ke y sc o de sb uf cp o s J = Ke y sc o de sb uf [Ke y sc o de sb uf sp o s J;
Current .k e y p ad .s t at e = Keypad smuin imenu ;
}
else
{
Ke y scode ib uf ] Ke y sc o de sb uf sp o s J
write_data (Ox2A);
Ke y cc o d e sb uf zp o s ++;
Button;
}
breaki e/
case Keypad_view .fil e :
/* switch ( Button)
{
case Key .Line .up :
ScrolLline_up ();
break;
case Ke y slin e cdown :
Sc r ol l sl i n e sd own ();
break;
case Key sp ag e sup :
ScrolLpage_up ();
break;
case Key sp ag e sdown :
Sc r ol l sp a g e sd own ();
break;
case 'Key_I, Key_2, Key_], KeyA, Key_5, Key_6, Key_7, Key_8, Key_9, Key_O, Ke y se n t e r ':
if (Button == Ke y cen t e r }
Got o ipug e ();
else
Key cpage .num [Ke y sp ag e snum cp os ++J = Button;
break;
default:
break;
}*/
Read _fi le 0;
break;
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case Ke y p a d cwr it e i f il e :
Cu r r e nt c k e y p a d c s t a t e = Keypad.mai n.menu ;
1* if (Data_there == 1)
{*I
Data_there = 0;
Data_tel = 0;
Disp_clear 0;
Write_file 0;
1* blahfl = D'i s k id at a ;
First .l i n e ();
write .c omm and ( fl );
for (Data_tel =0; D a ta st e l <20; D at a st e l ++)
{
setbit (Pl.I);
PO = Disk-data [ Data_tel ];
setbit (Pl. 0);
clrbit (PI.O);
}
}
else
{
Disp_clear ();
blahfl = Nothing;
First .l i n e ();
}
break;
case Ke y p a d cf or mat cd isk :
Disp_clear 0;
blahfl = d is k cf or m a t ;
First-line 0;
/e f or (NCN = 0; NCN <= 80; NCN++)
{*I
inttel = 0;
Re c a l ib r a t e c d is k 0;
Sense_interrupLstatus 0;
FormaLdisk 0;
1* }*I
Cu r r e n t c k e y p a d c s t at e Keypad.rnai n.menu ;
break;
case Key pad ce x it :
Disp_clear 0;
Se n s e i d r iv e 0;
1* Disp_clear ();
blahfl = e x it sm enu ;
First .l in e ();
Current .k e y p ad .s tate
Ne w cbutt o n cfl a g = 1;
break;
Ke y p ad Ldl e ;*1
default :
Cu rre n t _ke y p ad _s ta te
break;
Ke yp ad ie x it :
}
}
Sc r o l l i l in e cu p (void)
{
int i ;
for (i = 0; i < 21; i++)
{
Li n e cme mor y cbuff er [i)
Linel_LCD_buffer[i)
Line2_LCD_buffer [i) =
Line3 _LCD .buff'er [ i ) =
Line4 _LCD .buffer [i]
Line I_LCD .buff er [i );
Line2_LCD_buffer [i);
Line3_LCD_buffer[i );
Li ne4_LCD_buffer [i );
= Disk-data [i ];*1
};
}
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Scroll_line_down (void)
{
int i;
for (i = 0; i < 21; i++)
{
Line2_LCD_buffer [i )
Line3_LCD_buffer [i)
Line4_LCD_buffer [i)
LineLLCD_buffer [i)
} ;
LineLLCD_buffer [i);
Line2_LCD_buffer[i );
Line3_LCD_buffer [i);
Line _memory .bu ffer [ i );
}
Scr o l Lp a g e cup (void)
{
int i;.
for (i = 0; i < 21; i++)
{
Line 1_LCD .buffer [i}
Line2 _LCD .b uffer [i}
Line3 _LCD .buffer [i}
Line4 _LCD .b uff er [i}
} ;
Disk_data [i};
Disk_data [i + 21};
Disk_data[i + 42};
Di sk sdata i i + 63};
ScrolLpage_down (void)
{
int i :
for (i = 0; i < 21; i++)
{
1* Linel_LCD_buffer [i} = Disk_data [i - 63};
Line2_LCD_buffer [i} D'is k sdat a [i - 42J;
Line i sl.Clr.b uffer Fi l Irisk idat a i i - 21];
Line4_LCD_buffer [i} Disk_data [i};
*1 };
}
Goto ipag e ( void)
{
}
1* Header program for Keypad interface.
*1
#define byte unsigned char
#define Key pad ci d l e 0
#define Keypad cbe g in
#define Ke yp a d cw a it cf or cc o d e 2
#define Keypad cmain.me nu 3
1*# define Ke y p ad inew .c ode 4*1
#define Ke y p a d cv ie w cf il e 4
#define Keypad _write .fiIe 5
#define Keypad _formaLdi sk 6
#define Keypad .e x it 7
#define Keypad cpag e mumber 8
#define Key_l OxF3
#define Key_2 OxF2
#define Key_3 OxFl
#define Key_4 OxF7
#define Key_5 OxF6
#define Key .fi OxF5
#define Key_7 OxFB
#define Key_8 OxFA
#define Key_9 OxF9
#define Key_O OxFE
#define Key cbc g in OxFF
#define Key _enter OxFD
#define Ke y rl in e cu p OxFO
#define Key .Jin e .d own OxF4
#define Key _page_up OxF8
#define Key .p age cdow n OxFC
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A.3 LCD Program
1*
* Main program for the LCD module for integration on the floppy disk drive interface.
*1
1* DBO - PO.O
* DBI - PO.l
* DB2 - PO.2
* DB3 - PO.3
* DB4 - PO.4
* DB5 - PO.5
* DB6 - PO.6
* DB7 - PO.7
* E - 1015 (CPW)
* RIW - 1032 (CPW)
* RS - 1031 (CPW)
*1
1******************* Include Files *******************1
#include "d:\tesis\progra-l\lcd.h"
#define si Ox38 1*0 x38 *1
#define s2 Ox38 I*Ox38*1
#define s3 Ox38 1*0 x38 *1
#define fs Ox06 I*Ox3C*1
#define dof Ox08 1*0 x08 *1
#define don OxOI I*OxOF*1
#define ems Ox06 I*Ox06 *1
#define dc OxOI 1*0 xOl *1
#define ch Ox02 I*Ox02 *1
#define doc OxOF
#define cds Oxl4
#define co OxOC I*OxOC*1
#define fl Ox80 I*Ox80*1
#define si OxCO I*OxCO*1
#define ti Ox94 I*Ox94 *1
#define fol OxD4 I*OxD4*1
1******************* Global Variables ****************1
byte LineLLCD_buffer [20);
byte Line2_LCD_buffer [20];
byte Line3_LCD_buffer [20);
byte Line4_LCD_buffer [20];
byte * blahfl ;
byte * b l a h s l ;
byte * blahtl ;
byte * blahol ;
byte * codech ;
byte * viewfl ;
byte * writef ;
byte *diskfo;
byte View_file_choice [] "LView_File";
byte Wr it e cf il e cc h o ic e l l "2_Write_File";
byte Eor m at i.d is k c ch o ic e [] "3_Format_Disk";
byte Ex it rc h o ic e [] = "4_Exit";
byte w a it cc o d e cp h r a s e [] = "Waiting_for_code ... ";
byte c o d e i f in is h [] = "Cod e c.e n t e r-ed ";
byte c o d e cc o r r e c t [] = "Code c.co r r e ct.v ;
byte c o d e c in c o r r e c t [] = "Cocie c Ln cc r r e c t.?";
byte code .cornpare [] = "Compa r-e c.c ode?";
byte exiLmenu[] = "Exitting ... ";
byte f il e c w r it e [] = "Writing_file ... ";
byte d is k cf o r m a t [] = "F'o rrna t.t.Lnqc.Dd s k ... ";
1* byte code inew [J = "Type new code: ";*1
byte d is k i in it [] = "Init_floppy";
byte LCD_init [] = "Init_LCD";
byte Li n e c ch an g e [] = "Re ad y c Li ne c cha nqe d?";
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byte NormaLterm [I = "No rmo Lc t.e rrn.i na t Lonv ;
byte AbnormaLterm [I = "Abno rma Lc t.e rmi nat Lon " ;
byte Default-term [I = "De f au l t c.ca s ev ;
byte Nothing [I = "Nothing";
byte Data_blah [I = "da t acda a r v ;
1* byte Line I _LCD .buff er {J
byte Line2 _LCD .buff er {J
byte Line3 _LCD_buffer {J
byte Line4 _LCD .b uffer ( J
*1
= "Hello Rene ":
"Hello ta«>,
"Hello Andreas";
"Hello Xandri ";
byte crap;
1******************* Initialise Display *************1
InitDisplay (void)
{
Disp_clear 0;
Stap_lO;
Stap_20;
Stap_30;
Fu n c t io n i.s e t 0;
Disp_off 0;
Dj s p co n 0;
En t r y crno d e c s et 0;
Disp_clear 0;
Cur sor .home 0;
Cursor .off 0;
Cur sor .home 0;
}
InitTimerO (void)
{
1* TMOD = OxOi;
IE = Ox82;
PCON = OxOO;
IE = Ox93;
lP = OxOi;
TMOD = Ox2i;
THi = -3;
SCON = Ox50;
setbit (TCON.6);
set bit (TCON.O);
*1
}
Delay ( void)
{
TLO = 0 xOO;
THO = 0 x255;
setbit (1CON.4);
while (!(TCON & Ox20»;
clrbit (1CON.4);
clrbit (TCON.5);
}
wr ite c comman d (char D)
{
cl r bit ( PI . I ) ;
PO = D;
setbit (PI.O);
cl r bit (Pl. 0);
}
w r it e c d a t a (byte D)
{
1* Delay (); *1
set bit (Pl. I ) ;
PO = D;
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setbit (PI .0);
clrbi t (PI .0);
}
1******************* Step 1 in Initialisation *******1
St apl (void)
{
Delay 0;
write_command (sI);
}
1******************* Step 2 in Initialisation *******1
Stap_2 (void)
{
Delay ();
write rcommand (s2 );
}
1******************* Step 3 in Initialisation *******1
Stap_3 (void)
{
Delay ();
write_command (s3);
}
1******************* Function set *******************1
Function _set (void)
{
Delay 0;
write rcomrnand ( fs );
}
1******************* Display off ********************1
Disp_off (void)
{
Delay ();
wr ite ccommand (dof);
}
1******************* Display on *********************1
Disp_on (void)
{
Delay 0;
wr ite rcornmand (don);
}
1******************* Entry Mode Set *****************1
Entry .mo d e i s et (void)
{
Del ay f ) ;
wr ite c c ommand (ems);
}
1******************* Display Clear ******************1
Df sp i c l e ar (void)
{
Delay ();
write.icommand (dc);
}
1******************* Cursor Home ********************1
Cursor .horne (void)
{
Delay 0;
wr ite ccomrnand (ch );
}
1******************* Cursor off *********************1
Cursor .o ff (void)
{
Delay 0;
write ccommand (co);
}
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1******************* Display on off control *********1
Disp_control (void)
{
Delay ();
wr ite i c ornmand (doc);
}
1******************* Cursor and display shift *******1
Cursor _shift (void)
{
Delay ();
wr itec comrna nd (cds);
}
1******************* First line of Display **********1
FirsLline (void)
{
write ccommand ( fl );
;. blahfl = Linel_LCD_buffer ;*1
while (* blahfl)
{
Delay ();
w r it e i.d a t a (* blahfl ++);
}
}
1******************* Second line of Display *********1
Se c o n d c l in e (void)
{
write ccommand (si );
1* b la h s l = Line2_LCD_buffer ;*1
while (* blahsl)
{
Delay ();
w r it e c d a t a (* blahsl ++);
}
}
1******************* Third line of Display **********1
T'h ir d c l in e (void)
{
wr ite i command (tl );
1* b l ah t l = Line Li.i.Clr sb uffer ;*1
while (* blahtl )
{
Delay ();
w r it e i d a t a (* blahtl ++);
}
}
1******************* Fourth line of Display *********1
Fourth-line (void)
{
wr ite rcommand ( fol );
1* b l ah o l = Line a cl.Cir sb uffe r ;*1
while (* blahol )
{
Delay ();
w r it e i.d a t a (* blahol ++);
}
1* w ri te sc om man d Hl x'Zli };
w r i t e sd at a (OxC6);*1
}
1******************* Write Character ****************1
Wr it e c c h ar (char Letter)
{
Delay ();
w r it e c d a t a (Letter);
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1* writ e sc ommand i Ox l a );*1
}
1******************* Write Data *********************1
Wr it e cd at a cb l ah (void)
{
int
i =
for
{
1*
};
}
i ;
O·
(i =0; i <21; i++)
w r it e sda t a (blah );*1
1******************* Delay **************************1
De1aynot (int counter)
{
word i ;
i = 0;
while (i < counter)
{
i ++;
}
}
1* byte t e s tm s g lJ "Hello Ren ";
main (void)
{
int i :
i = 0;
InitTimerO ();
InitDisplay ();
codech
v i ew]l
w r i t ef
diskfo
Change .c ode .choi c e ;
Vi ew sfi l e sc h o i c e ,
Write-fiLe_choice;
Format .dis k .ch o i c e ;
blahfl
blahs I
blahtl
blahol
codech;
viewfl;
w r i t ef ;
diskfo;
F'i r s t cl i n e ();
Second .Iine ( );
Th i r d sl i n e ();
Fourth_line ();
while (1)
{}
for (i =0; te s tm s g li J; i++)
Line1_LCD_buffer li ] = te s t m s g li J;
LineLLCD_buffer [] = {'H', 'e', 'I', 'I', 'o'};
Fi r s t i l i n e ();
while ( 1)
{
}
}*I
1*
* Header program for the LCD module for integration on the floppy disk drive interface.
*1
# lfndef __LCD_H
#define __LCD_H
1******************* Global Defines *****************1
#define byte unsigned char
#define word unsigned int
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extern byte * blahfl ;
extern byte * blahsl ;
extern byte * blahtl ;
extern byte * blahol ;
extern byte * codech ;
extern byte * viewfl ;
extern byte * writef;
extern byte * diskfo ;
1* ex/ern byle Change .c ode .c h o i c e []; *1
extern byte Vi e w cf il e c ch oi c e [J;
extern byte Wr i t e c f il e c c h o ic e [J;
extern byte FormaLdisLchoice [J;
extern byte ExiLchoice [J;
extern byte w a it i c o d e cph r as e [J;
extern byte c o d e cf in is h [J;
extern byte c od e c co r r e c t [J;
extern byte c o d e c in c o r r e c t [J;
extern byte code _compare [J;
extern byte exiLmenu [J;
extern byte f il e c w r it e [J;
extern byte d is k rf'or m at [J;
1* ex/ern byle code _new [ J; *1
extern byte d i s k i in it [J;
extern byte Nothing [J;
extern byte Data_blah [J;
extern byte Li ne cc ha ng e [J;
extern byte NormaLterm tl:
extern byte AbnormaLterm [J;
extern byte DefaulLterm [J;
1* ex/ern byle Linel_LCD_buffer [J
ex/ern byle Line2_LCD_buffer [J
ex/ern byle Line3_LCD_buffer [J
ex/ern byle Line4_LCD_buffer []
*1
= "Hello Rene";
"Hello Ian ";
"Hello Andreas ";
"Hello Xandri";
extern InitDisplay (void);
#endie 1* _J..CDJI *1
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A.4 FLOPPY Program
/*
* Main program for the floppy drive
*/
/******************* Include Files *******************/
#include "d: \tesis\progra-l \floppy .h"
byte FIRQ;
byte master;
byte blie;
byte blip;
byte blap;
register byte Flopflag;
byte Flop py _i n t e r r u p t cf l a g ;
byte Sense_inLSTO;
byte Se n s e cb l ah
byte Sense_inLPCN;
byte FormaLSTO;
byte FormarS'I'L:
byte FormaLST2;
byte FormaLC;
byte FormaLH;
byte FormaLR;
byte Formar.N ;
byte Read_STO;
byte Read_STI;
byte Read_ST2;
byte Read_return_C;
byte Read .re tur n _H ;
byte Read_return_R;
byte Read .retur n _N ;
byte w-ue.sro .
byte w-nesr r .
byte Write_ST2;
byte Write .re tur n _C ;
byte Wr it e cr et u r n c H";
byte Write_return_R;
byte Wr it e c r e tu r n c N";
byte Read_ld_STO;
byte Re ad.Ld.S'Tl :
byte Read_ld_ST2;
byte Read_ld_C;
byte Read_ld_H;
byte Read_ld_R;
byte Read_ld_N;
byte Sense_ST3;
byte kyk;
byte kykweer ;
byte kyknog ;
byte control;
byte state;
byte NCN;
byte PCN;
register byte request;
byte C;
register byte H;
register byte R;
register byte N;
byte verkrydata ;
register byte inttel ;
/******************* Interrupt **********************/
INTERRUPT ( _IEL) FOC_interrupt ()
{
FIRQ = P3;
FIRQ = FIRQ & 0 x08 ;
if (FIRQ == 0 x08 )
{
Flopflag = l;
};
}
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1* FDC_interrupt ()
{
asm
{
Tag3 org $19
push PSW
push A
ljmp Tag3
org Tag3
mov Flopflag.# $01
pop A
pop PSW
r e t i
}
}
1******************* Delay **************************1
Delayl2u (void)
{
word i;
i = 0;
while (i < 150)
{
i++;
}
}
Wr it e co pe r at io n (byte D)
{
poke (0 xAOOI •D);
}
Wr it e c c o nt r o l (byte D)
{
}
poke (0 xCOOI •D);
byte Re a d cc o n tr o l (void)
{
control = peek(OxCOOl);
return control;
}
byte Re a d co p e r at io n (void)
{
byte D;
D = peek (0 xAOOI );
return D;
}
PolLmaster (void)
{
kyk = peek (0 x8000 );
while (( kyk I 0 x91) != 0 x91)
{
kyk = peek (0 x8000 );
cl r bit (PI. 2);
}
}
PolLcommand ( void)
{
kykweer = peek (0 x8000);
while (( kykweer I 0 x91) != 0 x91)
{
kykweer = peek (0 x8000 );
clrbit (Pl.2);
}
}
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PolLexecution (void)
{
kyknog = peek (0 xSOOO );
while «kyknog I OxDI)!= OxDI)
{
kyknog = peek (0 xSOOO );
clrbit (PI .2);
}
}
PolLexecutionid (void)
{
kyknog = peek (0 xSOOO );
while « kyknog & 0 xSO) ! = 0 xSO)
{
kyknog = peek (0 xSOOO );
clrbit (PI.2);
}
}
PolLexecutionformat (void)
{
asm
{
mov
lu s 1
jnb
mov
mov
DPTR, # $ SOOO
movx A, [ DPTR]
A.7,lusl
A,#$OO
DPTR,# $SOOI
movx [DPTR], A
mov DPTR,# $SOOO
lus2 movx A, [DPTR]
jnb A.7, lus2
mov A,#$OO
mov DPTR,# $SOOI
movx [DPTR], A
mov DPTR,# $SOOO
lus3 movxA,[DPTR]
jnb A.7,lus3
mov A,#$OO
mov DPTR,# $SOOI
movx [DPTR], A
mov DPTR,# $SOOO
lus4 movx A, [DPTR]
jnb A.7, lus4
mov A,#$02
mov DPTR,# $SOOI
movx [DPTR], A
}
}
PolLexecutionformat (void)
{
while (inttel < 72)
{
if ( El o p p y c in t e r r u p t c f l a g )
{
Rl o p p y c in t e r r u p t c t l a g = 0;
inttel ++;
request ++;
switch ( req ues t )
{
case I:
e = 0 xOO;
Se n d c d at a (OxSOOI .ci,
w r it e c d a t a (e);
break;
case 2:
H = 0 xOO;
S end .rlat a (0 xSOOI ,H);
w r it e c da t a (H);
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break;
case 3:
Se n d c d a t a (0 x8001, R);
w r it e i d a t a (R);
break;
case 4:
N = 0 x02;
Send .dat a (0 x8001 ,N);
w r it e i da t a (N);
request = 0;
break;
default :
break;
}
R++;
}
}
}
byte Read .ma ster (void)
{
byte D
D = peek (0 x8000 );
return D;
1* Delay12u();*1
}
1******************* Send Data **********************1
S end .dat a (word Adr , byte D)
{
poke(Adr,D);
}
byte Re a d cs t a t u s (void)
{
cl r bit (PI. 2);
state = peek(Ox8001);
return state;
}
PolLexecutionread (void)
{
kyknog = peek (0 x8000 );
if (kyknog == 0 x81)
{
DelayI2u 0;
verkrydata = Re a d c st a t u s 0;
w r it e i d a t a (verkrydata );
Delayl2u 0;
verkrydata = Re a d c s t at u s 0;
w r it e c d a t a (verkrydata );
Delayl2u 0;
verkrydata = Read _status 0;
w r it e i d at a (verkrydata );
DelayI2u 0;
verkrydata = Re a d cs t at u s 0;
w r it e c d a t a (verkrydata );
DelayI2u 0;
verkrydata = Re a d cs t at u s 0;
w r it e i d at a (verkrydata );
DeIay12u 0;
verkrydata = Re a d cs t a tu s 0;
w r it e c d a t a (verkrydata );
}
clrbit (PI.2);
}
PoiLexecutionwrite (void)
{
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kyknog = peek (0 x8000);
if (kyknog ==Ox81)
{
Delay 12u 0;
Se n d i.d at a (0 x31);
w r it e i d a t a (Ox31);
Delay12u 0;
Se n d i.d at a (0 x32);
w r it e i d a t a (Ox32);
Delay12u 0;
Se nd i d at a (0 x33);
w r it e i d a t a (Ox33);
Delay 12u 0;
Se nd i d at a (0 x34);
w r i t e c d a t a (Ox34);
Delay12u 0;
Se n d c d at a (0 x35);
w r it e i.d a t a (Ox35);
Delay12u 0;
Se nd rd at a (Ox36);
w r it e i d at a (Ox36); }
cl r bit (PI . 2 ) ;
}
1******************* Initialise *********************1
InitFDC (void)
{
blap = Read .master 0;
Wr it e i.c o n t r o l (OxOO);
Disp_clear 0;
w r it e rd a t a (Ox30);
Re c a l ib r a t e c d i s k 0;
w r it e c d a t a (Ox31);
Sense _i nterrupLstatu s ();
w r it e cd at a (Ox32);
Sp e c if y c d is k ();
w r it e rd a t a (Ox33);
1* blah]l = d i s k si n i t ;
F'i r s t sl i n e ();
clrbit (Pl. 2);
SeeLdisk ();
Sense_interrupt .s ta t us ();
Re c a l ib r a t e .di s k ();
Sense_interrupt .s ta tus ();*I
}
1******************* Formal a Track *****************1
Fo r m at cd isk (void)
{
asm
{
mov DPTR,# $8000
luusl movx A, [DPTR]
jnb A.7,luusl
mov A,#$4D
mov DPTR,# $8001
movx [DPTR], A
mov DPTR,# $8000
luus2 movx A, [DPTR]
jnb A.7, luus2
mov A,#$OO
mov DPTR,# $8001
movx [DPTRJ, A
mov DPTR,# $8000
luus3 movx A, [DPTR]
jnb A.7, luus3
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mov A,#$02
mov DPTR,#$8001
movx [DPTR), A
rnov
luus4
jnb
mov
mov
DPTR,# $8000
movx A, [ DPTR]
A.7, luus4
A,# $09
DPTR,# $8001
rnovx [DPTR], A
}
}
1******************* Recalibrate ********************1
Re c a l ib r a t e i d is k (void)
{
PolLmaster 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, Re c a l ib r a t e c l );
1* Delay12u ();*I
Poll_command 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, Re c a l ib r a t e c Z );
h Delay12u ();*I
• Poll_command 0;
}
1******************* Read ID ************************1
Read .Id ( void)
{
Delayl2u 0;
PolLmaster 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, Read_Id_I);
Delay12u 0;
PolL command 0;
Se n d cd at a (0 x8001 , Read_Id_l );
Delay12u 0;
PolLexecutionid 0;
Read_Id_STO = Re a d c s t a t u s 0;
w r it e rd a t a (Read_Id_STO + 0 x30);
Delay 12u 0;
Read_Id_STl = Re a d c s t a t u s 0;
w r it e i.d a t a (Read_Id_STl + 0 x30);
Delay12u 0;
Read_Id_ST2 = Re a d c s t a tu s 0;
w r it e cd a t a (Read_Id_ST2 + 0 x30);
Delay12u 0;
Re ad.Ld.C = Re ad i s t a t u s 0;
w r it e rd a t a (Read.Jd.C + Ox30);
Delayl2u 0;
Re adc Id i H = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
w r it e i.d a t a (Read_Id_H + 0 x30);
Delay12u 0;
Re ad.Td.R = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
w r it e i.d a t a (Read.Td.R + Ox30);
Delay12u 0;
Read_Id_N = Read_status 0;
w r it e i d a t a (Read_Id_N + Ox30);
Delayl2u 0;
}
1******************* Read Data **********************1
Re a d cf il e (void)
{
Delay12u 0;
PolLmaster 0;
S end .d at a (0 x8001 , Readc l ):
Delay12u 0;
PolL command 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, Read.Z ) ;
Delay12u 0;
PolL command 0;
S end .d at a (0 x8001 , Read.C):
Delay12u 0;
PolLcommand 0;
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S end .d at a (0 x8001 , Read_H);
Delay12u 0;
PolLcommand 0;
S end .d at a (0 x800l , Read..R};
Delay l2u 0;
PolLcommand ();
Se n d id ar a (0 x800l ,Read_N);
Delayl2u 0;
Poll_command 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, Read_EaT);
Delay l2u 0;
Po l lccornmand ();
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001 ,Read_GPL);
Delay12u 0;
PolLcommand 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001 ,Read_DTL);
Delay12u 0;
PolLexecutionread 0;
Read_STO = Re a d c s t at u s 0;
w r it e i d a t a (Read_STO + Ox30);
Delay12u 0;
Read.S'Tl = Re a d c s t at u s 0;
w r it e i d a t a (Read.S'I"l + Ox30);
Delay12u 0;
Read_ST2 = Re a d c s t a t u s 0;
w r it e i d a t a (Read_ST2 + Ox30);
Delay12u 0;
Re ad cr e tur m C = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
w r it e cd a t a (Read_return_C );
Delay12u 0;
Re ad cretur n i H = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
w r it e cd a t a (Re ad cretur m H.') ;
Delay12u 0;
Re a d cr e tu r n c R = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
w r it e cd at a (Re ad cr e tur n .R );
Delay12u 0;
Re ad cr etur n c N = Re a d c s t a t u s 0;
w r it e c d a t a (Re ad cretur n LN );
Delay12u 0;
}
1******************* Write Data *********************1
Write_file (void)
{
Delay12u 0;
PolLmaster 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, w-ue.r i,
Delay12u 0;
PolL command ();
Send_data (Ox8001, w.ue.z ):
Delay12u 0;
PolLcommand 0;
Send .d at a (0 x8001 , Wri te.C );
Delay 12u 0;
PolLcommand 0;
S end .d at a (0 x8001 , Write_H);
Delay12u 0;
PolLcommand 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, Write_R);
Delay 12u 0;
PolLcommand ();
Se n d cd at a (Ox800l, Write_N);
Delay12u 0;
PolL command 0;
S end .d at a (0 x800l , Write_EaT);
Delay12u 0;
PolLcommand 0;
S end .d at a (0 x8001 , Wr ite..G'Pl, );
Delay12u 0;
PolLcommand 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox800l, w-ne.rrrt.),
Delay 12u 0;
PolLexecutionwrite 0;
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w-ne.sro = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
write_data(Write_STO + Ox30);
Delayl2u 0;
w-ue.s r r = Re a d i st a t u s 0;
w r it e c.da t a t Wr ite- S'Tl + Ox30);
Delayl2u 0;
Write_ST2 = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
w r it e cd a t a t Wr itec S'I'Z + Ox30);
Delayl2u 0;
Wr it e cr et u r n c C = Re a d c s t a t u s 0;
w r it e i d a t a (Write_return_C );
Delayl2u 0;
Wr it e cr e tu r n c H = Re a d c s t a t u s 0;
w r it e c d a t a (Write_return_H );
Delay 12u 0;
Wr it e c r e t u r n c R = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
w r it e c d a t a (Write_return_R );
Delay 12u 0;
Wr it e cr e tu r n i N = Re a d c s t a t u s 0;
w r it e i d a t a (Write_return_N);
Delayl2u 0;
}
1******************* Seek ***************************1
Se e k cd isk (void)
{
1* Delay12u();*1
PolLmaster 0;
Se n d cd at a (0 x8001 ,SeeLI );
1* Delay12u ( ); *1
PolLcommand 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox800!, SeeL2_head_1 );
1* Delay12u();*1
PolLcommand 0;
Se nd cdata (Ox800!, SeekA);
1* Delay12u (); *1
PolLcommand 0;
}
1******************* Specify ************************1
Sp e c if y c d is k (void)
{
1* Delay12u (); *1
PolLmaster 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox800!, Spe c ify , l );
1* Delay12u();*1
PolL command 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox800!, Specify_2);
1* Delay12u();*1
PolLcommand 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox800!, Sp e c ify i L};
1* Delay12u ( ); *1
PolL command ();
}
Sense _dri ve (void)
{
1* Delay12u();*1
Po l l crn a s t e r 0;
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, Sens ec l ) ;
1* Delay12u ( ); *1
PolLcommand ();
Se n d cd at a (0 x8001 ,Sense_2);
PolLexecution 0;
1* Deluy l Zu t ïi e?
Sense_ST3 = Re a d c s t a t u s 0;
w r it e i d a t a (Sense_ST3 + Ox30);
1* Delay12u();*1
}
1******************* Sense Interrupt Status *********1
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Sense_interrupLstatus (void)
{
1* Delay12u();*1
PolLcommand ();
Se n d cd at a (Ox8001, Ln t s t a t e c l );
PolLexecution 0;
Se n s e i int i S'I'O = Re a d i s t at u s 0;
1* Delay l Zu t ïi e :
Sense_inLPCN = Re a d i s t a t u s 0;
1* Detay l Zu t ïi e )
Se n s e ib l ah = Se n s e i int i S'I'O & OxEO;
1* Delay12u();*1
1* switch (Sense_blah)
{
case Ready .Lin e .ch an g e :
Disp_clear ();
b l a hf l = Lin e ich ang e ;
First .Li n e ();
break;
case No rmal st e rmi n ati on :
D'i s p sc l e a r ();
b l a hf l = Norm al u erm ;
First .Li n e ();
break;
case AbnormaLtermination:
Disp_clear ();
b l a hf l = Abnorm al u erm ;
First .l i n e ();
break;
default:
D'is p scl e ar ();
b l a hf l = Ir efu ul t st e rm ;
First .Li n e ();
break;
1* Header pgrogram for floppy
*1
#define byte
#define word
unsigned char
unsigned int
#define Specify _1 Ox03
#define Specify _2 OxDF
#define Specify _3 Ox05
#define Ready _I ine .c h a n g e OxCO
#define N orrn a Lter rni nation Ox20
#define Ab n or m a l ct e r mi nation Ox60
#define Re c a l ib r a t e c l Ox07
#define Re c a l ib r a t e i.Z OxOO
#define Se n s e c l Ox04
#define Sense_2 OxOO
#define Seek- 1 OxOF
#define Se e k i Zch e ad c l OxOO
#define SeekA Ox32
#define Seek_3_head_2 Ox04
#define Ln t s t a t e c l Ox08
#define FormaLl Ox4D
#define Po r m at i Zche ad c l OxOO
#define FormaL3 .he ad _2 Ox04
#define Bytes-sector Ox02
#define Sector .t r a c k Ox09
#define Gap3 Ox54
#define Filler .b y t e OxFF
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#define Re ad i l OxE6
#define Read_2 Oxoo
#define Read_C Oxoo
#define Read_H Oxoo
#define Read_R Oxoo
#define Read_N Ox02
#define Read_EOT Ox12
#define Read_GPL OxlB
#define Read_DTL OxFF
#define Wr it e i l oxcs
#define Write_2 oxoo
#define w-ue.c oxoo
#define Write_H Oxoo
#define Write_R oxoo
#define Write_N Ox02
#define Write_EOT Ox12
#define wrue.ort, OxlB
#define Write_DTL OxFF
#define Read_Id_l Ox4A
#define Read_Id_2 Oxoo
extern byte FIRQ;
extern byte master;
extern byte blie;
extern byte blip;
extern byte blap;
extern byte NCN;
extern byte PCN;
extern byte Fl o p p y c in t e r r u p t cf l a g ;
extern byte Sense_inLSTO;
extern byte Se n se cbl ah
extern byte Sense_inLPCN;
extern byte FormaLSTO;
extern byte FormaLSTl;
extern byte FormaLST2;
extern byte FormaLC;
extern byte FormaLH;
extern byte FormaLR;
extern byte Forrnat.N ;
extern byte Read_STO;
extern byte Read_STI;
extern byte Read_ST2;
extern byte Read .r et ur n _C ;
extern byte Read .r etur n _H ;
extern byte Read .r et ur n _R ;
extern byte Read .r etur n _N ;
extern byte Write_STO;
extern byte Wr it e .S'T'L,
extern byte Write_ST2;
extern byte Write_return_C;
extern byte Write_return_H;
extern byte Write_return_R;
extern byte Write_return_N;
extern byte Read_Id_STO;
extern byte Read c Id.B'I'L;
extern byte Read_Id_ST2;
extern byte Read .Ld _C ;
extern byte Read_Id_H;
extern byte Re ad c.Id c.R.;
extern byte Read_Id_N;
extern byte Sense_ST3;
extern byte kyk;
extern byte kykweer ;
extern byte kyknog ;
extern byte control;
extern byte state;
1* extern byte request ;*1
extern byte C;
1* extern byte H;
extern byte R;
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A.5 RS232 Program
1*
* Serial communication with the RS232 port of the computer
*1
1******************* Include Files *******************1
#include "d: \ tesis \progra -1 \serie. h"
1******************* Variables **********************1
byte Dt sk .dat a [20];
byte Pr e v io u s i.d is k c d a t a [20];
byte Pr e v io u s c s e r ie c d a t a ;
byte Serie_data;
byte Ne w c s e r ie c d a t a cf l a g :
byte Ser .e e n ;
byte Dat a ct h e r e ;
int Dut a ct e l ;
byte * Disk_datLptr ;
byte ID _correc t ;
byte 'I'Yl'Eccorr ect :
byte SOH_received;
byte sum;
1******************* Serial initialise **************1
SeriaLInit (void)
{
PeON = 0 xOO;
IE = 0 x93;
lP = 0 xOl ;
lMOD = 0 x2l;
THl = -24;
SCaN = 0 x50;
set bit (TCON.6);
setbit (TCON.O);
clrbit (TCON.5);
}
INTERRUPT ( _SER_) SeriaLcomms ()
{
Prev i 0 u s _s e ri e _d ata
Se r ie cd a t a = SBUF;
New _ser i e _d a t a cf l ag
cl r bit (SCaN. 0) ;
Se r ie c d at a ;
l;
}
Send_seriedata (byte D)
{
SBUF = D;
while (( SCaN & 0 x02) != 0 x02)
{
1* Do nothing *1
}
cl r bit (SCON. 1 ) ;
}
Re c e iv e i s e r ie d a t a (void)
{
switch (Serie_data)
{
case SOH:
SOH_received l;
break;
case TYPE:
TYPE_correct l;
break;
case ID:
ID_correct i .
break;
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case ETX:
ID_correct 0;
TYPE_correct 0;
SOH_received = 0;
break;
default :
Display .d a t a 0;
break;
}
}
Display_data (void)
{
if (SOH_received && TYPE_correct && ID_correct)
{
if « Se r ie i d a t a != ID) && (Serie_data != TYPE»
{
switch ( D a ta .te l )
{
case I:
write_command ( fl );
break;
case 21:
wr ite i.co mmand ( si );
break;
case 41:
write_command ( ti );
break;
case 61:
write ccommand ( fol );
break;
case 8 I :
Data_tel 0;
break;
default :
break;
}
wr it e c d a t a (Serie_data );
sum = Se r ie i d a t a + sum;
Data_tel ++;
}
}
}
1*
* Header file for Serie. c
*1
#define byte unsigned char
#define SOH OxOI
#define ETX Ox03
#define ACK Ox06
#define SYN Oxl6
#define ETB Oxl7
#define TYPE Ox80
#define ID Ox90
extern byte Disk-data [J;
extern byte Previous_disk_data [];
extern byte Nc w c.sc r ie c d a t a i.f l a g ;
extern byte Ser .e e n ;
extern byte Du t a c t h e r e :
extern byte Pr e v io u s c s e r ie c d a t a ;
extern byte Se r ie c d a t a ;
extern byte ID .c orr e ct :
extern byte TYPE_correct;
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A.6 Radio Link Program
/******************* Include Files *******************/
#include <8051 io. h>
#include <8051 reg. h>
#include <8051 int. h>
# include < 8051 bi t . h>
#include "d: \ tesis \progra -1 \radio. h"
1******************* Variables **********************1
byte Pr e v io u s c r e c e iv e cd a t a :
byte Receive .da t a ;
byte New_receive_data_flag;
byte Se n d cd a t a ;
byte Data_lenght;
byte Dat a cl e e s ;
byte ID_correct;
byte T'Yf'Ec corr e ct ;
byte SOH_received;
byte Data_stuur;
byte temp;
1******************* Serial initialise **************/
SeriaLInit (void)
{
PCON = 0 xOO;
IE = 0 x93;
lP = 0 xOI ;
moo = 0 x21;
THI = -24;
SCaN = 0 x50;
setbit (TCON.6);
setbit (TCON.O);
clrbit (TCON.5);
}
S end _seriedata (byte Data)
{
SBUF = Data;
while (( SCaN & 0 x02)
{
}
cl r bit (SCON. 1 ) ;
!= 0 x02)
1* Do nothing */
}
byte RPC_to_Host (void)
{
asm
{
clr P3.3
lusa mov A, P3
jnb A.2, lusa
mov A, PI
an l A,#$OF
mov Rl,A
setb P3.3
lusb mov A, P3
jb A.2, lusb
c l r P3.3
lusc mov A, P3
jnb A.2, lusc
mov A, PI
swap A
an l A,#$FO
or! A, Rl
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mov Data_lees ,A
setb P3.3
}
return Data_lees;
}
HosLto_RPC (void)
{
asm
{
clr P3.5
lus mov A, P3
jb A.4, lus
mov A, Data_stuur
mov PI,A
setb P3.5
swap A
mov temp ,A
lu s l movA,P3
jnb A.4,lusl
clr P3.5
lus2 mov A, P3
jb A.4,lus2
mov A, temp
mov Pl,A
setb P3.5
lus3 mov A, P3
jnb A.4,lus3
}
}
INTERRUPT ( _SER_) SeriaLcomms ()
{
Previous _receive .da t a
Receive _data = SBUF;
Ne w cr e c e iv e .d a t a if l a g
cl r bit (SmN. 0 ) ;
Recei ve _data;
I;
}
INTERRUPT ( _IEO_) Radio_comms ()
{
Sen d rd at a = Rf'Ccto i Ho st 0;
Se n d cs e r ie d at a (Send_data);
}
Re c e iv e i.s e r ie d a t a (void)
{
switch (Receive_data)
{
case SOH:
SOH_received I;
break;
case TYPE:
TYPE_correct i .
break;
case ID:
ID_correct I;
break;
case ETX:
ID_correct 0;
TY PE .corr ect 0;
SOH_received = 0;
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break;
default :
Df sp l a y cd a t a 0;
break;
}
}
Display .d at a (void)
{
if (SOH_received && TYPE_correct && ID .c o r r e c t )
{
if (Previous_receive_data == ID)
{
Data_lenght = Receive .dat a ;
Data_stuur = ( Data_lenght & OxIF);
HosLto_RPC 0;
Da t a c s t u u r = SOH;
HosLto_RPC 0;
Dat acst u ur = TYPE;
HosLto_RPC ();
Da t a cs t u u r = ID;
HosLto_RPC 0;
}
if (( Re c e ive cd at a != ID) && (Receive_data != TYPE»
{
Data_stuur = Re c e ive c.dat a ;
HosLto_RPC 0;
}
}
}
IniLRPC ( void)
{
Dat a c s tu u r = 0 xCO;
HosLto_RPC 0;
Dut a c s t u u r = 0 x33;
HosLto_RPC 0;
Data_stuur = 0 xCI;
HosLto_RPC 0;
Data_stuur = 0 xOI;
HosLto_RPC 0;
}
main (void)
{
New _receive .d at a cfl a g 0;
while (l)
{
if (New_receive_data_flag I)
{
Re c e iv e c s e r ie d at a 0;
Ne w cr e c e iv e cd at a cf l a g 0;
}
}
}
/*
* Header program for the Radio link.
*/
#deflne byte unsigned char
#define SOH OxOI
#define ETX Ox03
#define ACK. Ox06
#define SYN Oxl6
#deflne ETB Oxl?
#define TYPE Ox80
#deflne ID Ox90
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I. extern byte Previous .r e c e i v e .d at a ..
extern byte Receive .dat a ..
extern byte New sr e c eiv e sd at a sfl ag ..
extern byte Send_data ..
extern byte Data_lenght ..
extern byte Trat a Le e s ..
extern byte ID_correct ..
extern byte TYPE_correct ..
extern byte SOH .re c eived ... 1
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A.7 VHDL Program
Library IEEE;
use IEEE. s t d c l o g ic c Ll ó c . all;
use IEEE. s t d i l o g ic c ar it h . all;
use IEEE. s t d c l o g ic cu n s ig n e d . all;
ENTITY CPLD IS
PORT(
A\3
Al4
AIS
WR
RD
DAV
OE
CS
LDOR
LDCR
CSO
INTO
) ;
END CPLD;
IN STDLOGIC;
IN STDLOGIC;
IN STDLOGIC;
IN STDLOGIC;
IN STDLOGIC;
IN STDLOGIC;
OUT STDLOGIC;
OUT STDLOGIC;
OUT STDLOGIC;
OUT STD LOGIC;
OUT STD ..LOGIC;
OUT STD ..LOGIC
ARCHITECIlJRE MODEL OF CPLD IS
BEGIN
MEMORY:
PROCESS (AIS, A14, A\3)
VARIABLE DEC: STD..LOGIC_VECTOR(2 OOWNfO 0);
BEGIN
DEC:= AIS & Al4 & A\3;
IF DEC = "000" 1HEN
CSO <= '0';
ELSE
CSO <= 'I';
END IF;
END PROCESS MEMDRY;
KEYPAD.sELECT:
PROCESS ( AIS, A14, A\3)
VARIABLE DEC: STDLOGIC_VECTOR(2 OOWNfO 0);
BEGIN
DEC := AIS & Al4 & A13;
IF DEC = "0 01" 1HEN
OE <= '0';
ELSE
OE <= 'I';
END IF;
END PROCESS KEYPAD.sELECT;
KEYPADJNTERRUPT:
PROCESS ( DAV)
BEGIN
INTO <= NOT DAV;
END PROCESS KEYPADJNTERRUPT;
PDC_CS:
PROCESS ( AIS, A14, A\3)
VARIABLE DEC: STD..LOGIC_VECTOR(2 OOWNfO 0);
BEGIN
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DEC := AIS & AI4 & A13;
IF DEC = "100" TIIEN
CS <= '0';
ELSE
CS <='1';
END IF;
END PROCESS FDC_CS;
FDC.LDOR:
PROCESS (AIS, AI4, A13)
VARIABLE DEC: STD..LOGIC_VECfOR(2 OO~ 0);
BEGIN
DEC := AIS & AI4 & A13;
IF DEC = "1 01" TIIEN
LOOR <= '0';
ELSE
LOOR <=' 1';
END IF;
END PROCESS FDC..LDOR;
FDC..LDCR:
PROCESS ( AIS, AI4, A13)
VARIABLE DEC: STD..LOGIC_VECfOR(2 OO~ 0);
BEGIN
DEC := AIS & AI4 & A13;
IF DEC = "110" TIIEN
LOCR <= '0';
ELSE
LOCR <= '1';
END IF;
END PROCESS FDC..LDCR;
END MODEL;
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B.l Installation
The Stand Alone Unit (SAU) comes with a RS232 connection to the Radio Link, as well as the
ribbon cable for the floppy drive. There is also a power cable that has to be connected to the
outside of the SAU. Figure B.l shows the layout of the SAU. From this figure it is very easy
to see where to connect the various cables. After the cables have been connected to the correct
slots, the SAU is ready to be used. It's that Simple!
Power
~
r QJ0 0 [!]14]0 0 [TI
fJ 00 0 BD~ 0 [B
'--
Floppy Connector
Keypad Screen
RS232 Port
Figure B.l: SAU Layout
B.2 Setup
The SAU is very user friendly and there is no need for any setup from the user. Each SAU
comes with its own specific Unitnumber, which can be located on the back of the SAU. This
Unitnumber is important, because this will be how the PC will be able to recognise the specific
SAU. Remember this number.
Each SAU also comes with a specific User code. Your User code is: 0000. Remember this code
and do not give it to anyone else. As soon as the SAU is switched on, the Unit will wait for this
code to be entered. If the code is not entered correctly, you will be thrown off the system. This
code cannot be changed.
B.3 Use
As soon as the SAU is switched on, the screen goes completely blank. Follow the next steps to
get your SAU into full operation:
STEP 1: Press the [*] button. This will tell your unit that you are ready to proceed and imme-
diately the following line appears on the screen: Waiting for code ...
STEP 2: Now you can start typing in your code. With each button pressed * will be displayed
on the screen. When you have finished typing in your code, the screen will display the follow-
ing: ****
STEP 3: Now you can press the Enter button [#]. This will let your SAU know that you have
finished typing in the code. If the code was typed in correctly, the SAU will immediately tell
you that it was correct and then display your four options:
1. Read File
2. Write File
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3. Format Disk
4. Exit
STEP 4: Press one of the four buttons [1] to [4] depending on what you want to do. If you want
to read a file from the disk press [1], if you want to write a file to the disk press [2], etc.
STEP 5: If you pressed [1] read Step 6 , if you pressed [2] read Step 7 , if you pressed [3] read
Step 8 and If you pressed [4] read Step 9.
STEP 6: You are now in the Read File state. Now you can use the up and down arrows on the
keypad to scroll through the lines one by one or the left and right arrows to scroll through the
pages.
STEP 7: You are now in the Write File state. It is now possible for the person attending to the
PC to send the data to you and it will be written to your Floppy Drive.
STEP 8: You are now formatting your Disk. Really hope that's what you wanted to do!
STEP 9: You are now exiting the system. If you want to return, you have to start at the begin-
ning again. Press [*] and then continue from Step 2.
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C.I Parent form
unit Edit;
interface
uses
Windows. Messages. Sys Ut il s . Classes. Graphics. Controls. Forms. Dialogs.
Menus. StdCtrls. ComCtrls . Act nLi st , Lm gLi s t , TooiWin • Seriecoms • UnitData •
About;
type
TFrameForm = class (TForm)
OpenDialogl: TOpenDialog ;
ToolbarlmageP: TlmageLi st ;
MainMenu I: TMainMenu;
Filel: TMenultem;
New l : TMenultem;
Open I : TMenultem;
NI: TMenuItem;
Savel: TMenuItem;
SaveAs l : TMenuItem;
N2: TMenultem;
PrinterSetupl : TMenuItem;
Pri n ti: TMenuItem;
N4: TMenultem;
Send I: TMenuItem;
N5: TMenuItem;
Exitl: TMenultem ;
Editl: TMenuItem;
Undol: TMenuItem;
N6: TMenultem;
Cut I : TMenultem;
Copyl: TMenultem;
Pastel: TMenultem;
N8: TMenuItem;
Se l e c t Al l l : TMenultem;
Search I : TMenuItem;
Findl: TMenultem;
Replace I : TMenuItem;
Viewl: TMenuItem;
Statusbarl : TMenultem;
Help I: TMenultem;
HelpTopicsi: TMenuItem;
Index I: TMenultem;
N9: TMenultem;
Aboutl: TMenultem;
ToolBarl : TToolBar;
NewButton : TToolButton;
OpenButton : TToolButton;
SaveButton : TToolButton;
Spacel : TToolButton;
Space2: TToolButton;
PrintButton : TToolButton;
Space3: TToolButton;
CutButton : TToolButton;
CopyButton: TToolButton;
PasteButton : TToolButton;
Space4: TToolButton;
UndoButton: TToolButton;
Space5: TToolB utton ;
FindButton: TToolButton;
ReplaceButton: TToolButton;
Space6: TToolButton;
ConnectButton: TToolButton;
Space7: TToolButton;
ExitButton : TToolButton;
SaveDialogl : TSaveDialog;
FindDialogl : TFindDialog;
ReplaceD ial o g I : TReplaceDialog;
PrintDialogl: TPrintDialog;
PrinterSetupDialogl : TPrinterSetupDialog;
EnterUnitsButton : TToolButton;
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NIO: TMenultem;
EnterUnitsi: TMenultem;
RedoButton: TToolButton;
Redol: TMenultem;
Tooibar : TMenultem;
StatusBar2: TStatusBar;
procedure OpeniClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure ExitlClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure NewlClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure FindDialoglFind (Sender: TObject);
procedure ReplaceDialogl Replace (Sender: TObject);
procedure SaveButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure FindButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure ReplaceButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure ConnectButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure UndoButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure CutButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure CopyButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure PasteButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure PrintButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure EnterUnitslClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure EnterUnitsButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure AboutlClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure TooibarClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure RedoButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure StatusbarlClick (Sender: TObject);
private
{ Private declarations }
public
{ Public declarations }
end;
var
FrameForm : TFrameForm;
PathName: string;
implementation
uses New Edit , Serconnect;
{$R *. DFM}
procedure TFrameForm. NewlClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Create a new form named NewEditor }
TNewEditor. Create (Self);
{Enable all the buttons after new file is opened}
FrameForm . Savel. Enabled : = True;
FrameForm . SaveButton . Enabled := True;
FrameForm. PrintButton . Enabled := True;
FrameForm . CutButton . Enabled : = True;
FrameForm . CopyButton . Enabled : = True;
FrameForm. PasteButton . Enabled := True;
FrameForm . UndoButton . Enabled . - True;
FrameForm . RedoButton . Enabled : = True;
FrameForm . FindButton . Enabled := True;
FrameForm . ReplaceB utton . Enabled . - True;
FrameForm . ConnectButton. Enabled .- True;
end;
procedure TFrameForm. ExitlClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Close form}
Close;
end;
procedure TFrameForm. OpeniClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Open e x c i s t i n g file using the Open dialog box}
if OpenDialog I . Execute then
with TNewEditor. Create ( Self) do
Opent OpenDialogl . FileName);
{Enable all the buttons after an e x c i s t i n g file is opened}
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FrarneForrn. SaveButton . Enabled : = True;
FrarneForrn. PrintButton . Enabled := True;
FrarneForrn. CutButton . Enabled : = True;
FrarneForrn. CopyButton . Enabled : = True;
FrarneForrn. PasteButton . Enabled := True;
FrarneForrn. UndoButton . Enabled . - True;
FrarneForrn. RedoB utton . Enabled : = True;
FrarneForrn. FindButton . Enabled : = True;
FrarneForrn. ReplaceButton . Enabled . - True;
FrarneForrn. ConnectB utton . Enabled . - True;
end;
procedure TFrarneForrn. SaveButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{This procedure uses the Save dialog box to save the file being edited. it also
checks whether the file has been saved under a different name or not}
if PathNarne = DefaultFileNarne then
begin
SaveDialogl . FileNarne := PathNarne;
if SaveDialogl. Execute then
begin
PathNarne := SaveDialogl.FileNarne;
NewEditor . Caption .- ExtractFileNarne (PathNarne);
end;
end
else
begin
New Editor . NewRichEdit. Lines. SaveToFile (PathNarne);
New Editor . NewRichEdit . Modified . - False;
end;
end;
procedure TFrarneForrn. FindButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{This procedure executes the Find dialog box}
FindDialogl . Execute;
end;
procedure TFrarneForrn. FindDialoglFind (Sender: TObject);
var
FoundAt: Long!nt;
S tartPo s , ToEnd: Integer;
begin
{This is the Find dialog box and all the settings in it}
with NewEditor . NewRichEdit do
begin
if SelLength <> 0 then
StartPos .- SeIStart + SelLength
else
StartPos .- 0;
ToEnd := Length (Text) - StartPos ;
FoundAt : = FindText ( FindDialogl . Fi nd Te xt , StartPos • Tofind , [ stMatchCase 1);
if FoundAt < > -1 then
begin
SetFocus;
SeiStart := FoundAt;
SelLength .- Length (FindDialogl . FindText);
end;
end;
end;
procedure TFrarneForrn. ReplaceButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{This procedure executes the Replace dialog box}
ReplaceDialogl . Execute;
end;
procedure TFrarneForrn. ReplaceD ialog 1Replace (Sender: TObject);
var
SelPos : Integer;
begin
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{This is the Replace dialog box and all the settings in it}
with TReplaceDialog (Sender) do
begin
SelPos := Pos (FindText, NewEditor . NewRichEdit. Lines. Text);
If SelPos > 0 then
begin
NewEditor.NewRichEdit.SeIStart := SelPos - 1;
NewEditor . NewRichEdit. SelLength : = Length (FindText);
NewEditor . NewRichEdit . SelText : = ReplaceText;
end
else MessageDIg (Concat (' Could_not_find_"', FindText, ,,, _in_NewEditor.' ),
mtError, [mbOk), 0);
end;
end;
procedure TFrameForm. ConnectButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Shows the Serial connect form as soon as the connect button is selected. The
form is shown as a Modal form, which means that the application cannot continue
before this form is not closed}
SerialConnect . ShowModal;
end;
procedure TFrameForm. UndoButtonClick ( Sender: TObject);
begin
{If this button is selected, the Undo process in form New Edit or is executed}
NewEditor . UndolClick (Sender);
end;
procedure TFrameForm. CutButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{If this button is selected, the Cut process in form New Editor is executed}
NewEditor . CutlClick (Sender);
end;
procedure TFrameForm. CopyButtonClick ( Sender: TObject);
begin
{If this button is selected, the Copy process in form NewEditor is executed}
NewEditor . CopylClick (Sender);
end;
procedure TFrameForm. PasteButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{If this button is selected, the Paste process in form NewEditor is executed}
NewEditor . Pastel Click (Sender);
end;
procedure TFrameForm. PrintButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Executes the Print dialog and also states which file to print}
if PrintDialogl. Execute then
NewEditor . NewRichEdit. Print (PathName);
end;
procedure TFrameForm. EnterUnits 1Click (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Displays the Unit data form when selected under the Edit menu item}
UnitData.Data.Visible .- True;
end;
procedure TFrameForm. EnterUnitsButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Jumps to the process where the Unit data form is made visible}
FrameForm . EnterUnitslClick (Sender);
end;
procedure TFrameForm. AboutlClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Displays the About form when selected under the Help menu item}
AboutForm. Visible .- True;
end;
procedure TFrameForm. TooibarClick (Sender: TObject);
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begin
{Displays or removes the Taalbar }
if ToolBarl. Vi s i b l e then
begin
TooIbar . Imageindex := -I;
ToolBarl . Visible .- False
end
else
begin
ToolBarl . Visible := True;
TooIbar . Imageindex . - 13;
end;
end;
procedure TFrameForm. RedoButtonClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{If this button is selected. the Redo process in form NewEditor is executed}
NewEditor . RedolClick (Sender);
end;
procedure TFrameForm. StatusbarlClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
{Displays or removes the Statusbar }
if StatusBar2. Visible then
begin
Statusbarl .ImageIndex .- -1;
StatusBar2 . Visible .- False
end
else
begin
StatusBar2 . Visible
Statusbarl . Imageindex
True;
. - 13;
end;
end;
end.
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C.2 Child form
unit NewEdit ;
interface
uses
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Classes, Graphics, Controls, Forms, Dialogs,
Menus, StdCtrls, ComCtrls , ScktComp, TooIWin , ImgList, ActnList, Serconnect;
type
TNewEditor = class (TForm)
NewRichEdit: TRichEdit;
MainMenu I: TMainMenu;
PopupMenul: TPopupMenu;
Fi Ie I : TMenuItem;
New l : TMenultem;
Open l : TMenultem;
NI: TMenultem;
Savel: TMenuItem;
Save As l : TMenultem;
N2: TMenuItem;
PrinterSetupl : TMenultem;
Pr in t l : TMenultem;
N4: TMenuItem;
Sendl: TMenultem;
NS: TMenuItem;
Ex it I: TMenultem;
Ed i tI: TMenuItem;
N6: TMenultem;
Cut I : TMenuItem;
Copy l : TMenultem;
Paste I : TMenuItem;
SeIectAIll : TMenuItem;
Search I : TMenuItem;
Findl: TMenuItem;
Replace I : TMenultem;
View l : TMenuItem;
Statusbarl : TMenuItem;
HeIpI: TMenultem;
HeIpTopics I : TMenuItem;
Index I: TMenuItem;
N8: TMenuItem;
About l : TMenuItem;
Undo2: TMenuItem;
N9: TMenuItem;
Cut2: TMenuItem;
Copy2: TMenultem;
Paste2: TMenultem;
NlO: TMenultem;
Delete2: TMenultem;
NIl: TMenultem;
SelectA1l2: TMenultem;
ActionListI: TActionList ;
N12: TMenultem;
EnterUnitsl : TMenuItem;
TooIbar : TMenuItem;
N3: TMenuItem;
Redol: TMenultem;
Undol: TMenultem;
procedure FormCreate (Sender: TObject);
procedure OpenIClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure New l Cl ick (Sender: TObject);
procedure Se nd l Cl ick (Sender: TObject);
procedure SavelClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure SaveaslClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure FormCloseQuery (Sender: TObject; var CanClose : Boolean);
procedure FormClose (Sender: TObject; var Action: TCloseAction);
procedure PrintlClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure PrintSetuplClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure CopylClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure CutlClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure Pastel Click (Sender: TObject);
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procedure Find I Click (Sender: TObject);
procedure Replace I Click (Sender: TObject);
procedure EditlClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure ExitlClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure UndolClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure SeIectAIII Click (Sender: TObject);
procedure EnterUnitslClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure TooIbarClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure PrinterSetuplClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure RedolClick (Sender: TObject);
private
{ Private declarations }
public
{ Public declarations }
procedure Open(AFileName: string);
end;
var
New Editor : TNewEditor;
const
DefaultFileName 'Untitled' ;
implementation
uses Clipbrd , Printers, Edit, Seriecoms ;
{$R *. DFM}
procedure TNewEditor. FormCreate (Sender: TObject);
begin
PathName .- DefaultFileName;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. Open(AFileName: string);
begin
PathName : = AFileName;
Caption := ExtractFileN arne (AFileName );
NewRichEdit. Lines. Add( AFileName);
with NewRichEdit do
begin
Lines. LoadFromFile (AFileName );
SeiStart .- 0;
Modified .- False;
end;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. Open I Click (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . Open l Cl ick (Sender);
end;
procedure TNewEditor. NewlClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . New I Click ( Sender);
end;
procedure TNewEditor. SendlClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . Ex it l Cl ick (Self);
end;
procedure TNewEditor. SavelClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
if PathName = DefaultFileName then
SaveaslClick (Self)
else
begin
NewRichEdit. Lines. SaveToFile (PathName);
NewRichEdit. Modified .- False;
end;
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end;
procedure TNewEditor. Saveas I Click (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . SaveDialogl . FileName := PathName;
if FrameForm . SaveDialogl . Execute then
begin
PathName : = FrameForm . SaveDialogl . FileName;
Caption : = ExtractFileName (PathName);
SavelClick (Sender);
end;
end;
procedure TN ewEditor. FormCloseQuery ( Sender: TObject; var Can Close : Boolean);
const
SWarningText = 'Save_changes_to_%s?';
begin
if NewRichEdit. Modified then
begin
case MessageDIg (Format (SWarningText , [ PathName I), mtConfirmation,
[mbYes, mbNo, mbCancel], 0) of
idYes: SavelClick (Self);
idCancel: Can Close : = False;
end;
end;
FrameForm . SaveButton . Enabled := False;
FrameForm. PrintButton . Enabled := False;
FrameForm . CutButton . Enabled := False;
FrameForm . CopyButton . Enabled := False;
FrameForm . Pa st eBu t t o n . Enabled := False;
FrameForm . UndoButton. Enabled .- False;
FrameForm . RedoButton . Enabled := False;
FrameForm . FindButton . Enabled := False;
FrameForm . ReplaceButton . Enabled . - False;
FrameForm . ConnectButton . Enabled . - False;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. FormClose(Sender: TObject; var Action TCloseAction);
begin
Action . - caFree;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. Print IClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
if FrameForm . PrintDialogl . Execute then
NewRichEdit. Print (PathName);
end;
procedure TNewEditor. PrintSetuplClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm. PrinterSetupDialogl . Execute;
end;
procedure TNewEditor.CopyIClick(Sender: TObject);
begin
NewRichEdit . CopyToClipboard ;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. CutlClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
NewRichEdit. CutToClipboard ;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. Pastel Click (Sender: TObject);
begin
NewRichEdit. PasteFromClipboard ;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. Findl Click (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . FindDialogl . Execute;
end;
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procedure TN ewEditor. Replace I Click (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . ReplaceDialogl . Execute;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. EditlClick (Sender: TObject);
var
HasSelection : Boolean;
begin
Pastel. Enabled := Clipboard. Has Format (CF_TEXT);
Paste2 . Enabled := Pastel. Enabled;
HasSelection .- NewRichEdit. Sellength> 0;
Cutl . Enabled := HasSelection ;
Cut2. Enabled := HasSelection ;
Copyl. Enabled .- HasSelection ;
Copy2. Enabled .- HasSelection ;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. ExitlClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm. ExitlClick (Sender);
end;
procedure TNewEditor. UndolClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
NewRichEdit. Undo;
end;
procedure TN ewEditor. SelectAlll Cl i ek ( Sender: TObject);
begin
NewRichEdit. SelectAll ;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. EnterUnitslClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . EnterUnitslClick (Sender);
end;
procedure TNewEditor. TooibarClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . TooibarClick (Sender);
end;
procedure TNewEditor. PrinterSetuplClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
FrameForm . PrinterSetupDialogl . Execute;
end;
procedure TNewEditor. Redo 1Click (Sender: TObject);
begin
NewRichEdit. Undo;
end;
end.
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C.3 Serial communication
unit Serconnect;
interface
uses
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Classes, Graphics, Controls, Forms, Dialogs,
StdCtrls, Ex t Ctr l s , Seriecoms , FileCtrl , CheckLst, Unitdata , Db, DBTables,
DBCtrls ;
type
TSerialConnect = class (TForrn)
Panel I : TPanel;
UniLtype : TComboBox;
SerConnect: TButton;
SerDisconnect: TButton;
SerSend: TButton;
SerCancel : TButton;
Labell: TLabel ;
Label3: TLabel ;
Label4: TLabel ;
FiletoUnit : TFileListBox;
SerialdataSource : TDataSource;
LookupUsername: TDBLookupComboBox;
procedure SerConnectClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure SerDisconnectClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure SerSendClick (Sender: TObject);
procedure UniLtypeChange (Sender: TObject);
procedure DBComboBoxlChange (Sender: TObject);
procedure Lookup U sernameClick (Sender: TObject);
{ procedure ReceiveClick (Sender: TObject );}
private
{ Private declarations }
public
{ Public declarations }
DriverRunning : Boolean;
DriverClosed : Boolean;
ID: byte;
TYP: byte;
end;
var
SerialConnect TSerialConnect;
implementati on
uses NewEdit ;
{$R ". DFM}
procedure TSerialConnect. SerConnectClick (Sender: TObject);
var
SeriePort
buffersize
Baudrate
ParityEnable
ByteSize
Parity
StopBits
Test
TPort ;
Integer;
Tbaud;
boolean;
Integer;
TParity ;
TStopB;
Boolean;
begin
if (TYP = $80) then
begin
SeriePort :=com2; {Setup Serie port}
buffersize :=20;
baudrate := B38400;
ParityEnable := false;
ByteSize :=8;
Parity :=0;
StopBits :=BI;
Test :=OpenS_Coms( SeriePort ,buffersize ,Baudrate ,ParityEnable, ByteSize ,Parity, StopBits);
Application. MessageBox (' Com_port_opened_and_connected', 'Serial_Communication',
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MBDK);
end
else if (TYP = $81) then
begin
SeriePort :=com3; {Setup Serie port}
buffersize :=20;
Baudrate := B56000;
ParityEnable := false;
ByteSize :=8;
Parity :=0;
StopBits :=Bl;
Test:= OpenS_Coms( SeriePort , buffersize ,Baudrate , ParityEnable , ByteSize , Parity, StopBits );
Application. MessageBox (' Com~port~opened~and~connected', 'Serial~Communication',
MBDK);
end
end;
procedure TSerialConnect. SerDisconnectClick (Sender: TObject);
begin
CloseSt.Coms ;
DriverClosed:= true;
Application. MessageBox(' Comcpo r t cd i s conne ct.ed ". 'Serial~Communication',
MBDK);
end;
procedure TSerialConnect. SerSendClick (Sender: TObject);
const
SOH = $01;
ETX = $03;
ACK = $06;
SYN = $16;
ETE $17;
var
Fee: file of byte;
Fed: TextFile ;
Spe: byte;
Spd: byte;
eax: Integer;
size: Longint ;
LENGI1:I: Longint ;
begin
AssignFile (Fee, SerialConnect. FiletoUnit . FileName);
Reset ( Pee);
size : = FileS ize (Fee)
LENGI1:I : = si ze + ID + TYP;
WriteS .port (SOH);
{WriteS .p o rt (lENGTH);}
Wr it e Sc.po rt (TYP);
Wr it e Sc.port (ID);
while not Eof ( Fee) do
begin
Read(Fee, Spel;
Wr it e Scp o r t (Spe);
end;
WriteS .port (ETX);
{ Re ad Scpor t (Spd);
Write ( Fed, Chr( Spd));
Re ad S .p o rt (Spd);
Write (Fed, Chr( Spd));
Re ad Scp or t (Spd);
Write (Fed, Chr( Spd));
Re ad S .p o rt (Spd);
Write ( Fed, Chr( Spd));}
Cl o s e Fi l e (Fee);
{CloseFile(Fed); }
end;
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{procedure TSerialConnect. ReceiveClick (Sender: TObject);
var
Fee: TextFile ;
Spe: byte;
eax : Integer;
begin
eax : = FileCreate ( 'NEWFILE. TXT');
AssignFile (Fee, 'NEWFILE. TXT');
Re ad Scp or t t Spe };
Write (Fee, Chr( Spe));
while not Eof( Fee) do
begin
Re ad Scpo rt (Spe);
Write (Fee, Chr( Spe));
end;
CloseFile (Fee);
end; }
{procedure TSerialConnect. Unit znumber Chung e t Sender: TObject);
begin
if (SerialConnect . Unit snumb er . Text = 'Sannie') then
begin
ID : = $90;
end
else if (SeriaIConnect. Uni t inumb er , Text
begin
ID : = $91;
'Jannie') then
end
else if (SeriaIConnect. Uni t inumb er , Text
begin
ID . - $84;
'All ') then
end;
end; }
procedure TSerialConnect. UniLtypeChange (Sender: TObject);
begin
if (SeriaIConnect. UniLtype . Text = 'Stand_Alone_Unit') then
begin
TYP := $80;
end
else if (SerialConnect . UniLtype . Text
begin
TYP := $81;
'Modem') then
end
else if (SeriaIConnect. UniLtype . Text
begin
TYP .- $82;
'Both') then
end;
end;
procedure TSerialConnect. DBCornboBoxlChange (Sender: TObject);
begin
Data. UnitdataTable. FieldDefs [I);
end;
procedure TSerialConnect. LookupUsernarneClick( Sender: TObject);
begin
ID . - LookupUsernarne. KeyValue ;
end;
end.
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C.4 Data units
unit Unitdata ;
interface
uses
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Classes, Graphics, Controls, Forms, Dialogs,
StdCtrls, DBCtrls, ExtCtrls, Mask, Db, DBTables, Grids, DB Grids ;
type
TData = class (TForm)
Panell : TPanel;
Name: TLabel ;
Unitnumber : TLabel ;
Fullname: TDBEdit;
Number: TDBEdit;
UnitdataSource: TDataSource;
UnitdataTable: TTable;
DBNavigatorl: TDBNavigator;
DBGrid l: TDBGrid;
private
{ Private declarations }
public
{ Public declarations }
end;
var
Data: TData;
implementation
{$R *. DfM}
end.
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c.s Serial interface
unit Seriecoms ;
interface
uses
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Classes, Dialogs,
StdCtrls, ExtCtrls;
type
ExCom
TPort
Tbaud
class (exception );
(coml ,com2, com3);
(BllO, B300, B600, B1200, B2400,
B14400, B19200, B38400, B56000,
B128000, B256000);
= 0 .. 4;
=(Bl, B L5 , B2);
B4800, B9600,
B57600, Bl15200,
TParity
TStopB
var
Port
i Lopen
com
DCB, DCBBack
timeouts
Cr it ic a l l
Stri ng ;
boolean
Thandie ;
TDCB;
TCommTimeouts ;
TRTLCriticalSection
false;
function Opcn.S.Coms (SeriePort
buffersize
Baudrate
ParityEnable
ByteSize
Parity
StopBits
TPort;
Integer;
Tbaud;
boolean;
Integer;
TParity;
TStopB ): boolean;
function CloseSc Coms : integer;
function Re ad Scport (var Read_val: byte) boolean;
procedure WriteS .por t (Wr it e cv a l : byte);
implementation
{***********************************************************}
{* This procedure closes communication port *}
{ It returns a 0 for a unsucsessfull closing attempt
{ or a 1 for a sucsessful attempt
{***********************************************************}
function Close Sc Corns : integer;
begin
if i Lopen then
Close ScCorns :=1;
begin
if not CloseHandle (com) then
begin
raise Excom. Create (' Error~closing_com~port');
Close.Si.Coms :=0;
end;
is co p e n := false;
end;
DeleteCriticalSection (Criticall );
end;
{***************************************************************************}
{** Error message handling **}
{*********************************************************************~*****}
procedure error (s : string);
begin
if not SetCommState (com, DCBBack) then ShowMessage (' Error~restoring_settings~on_com~port' );
CloseS .Corns ;
raise Excom. Create (s);
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure Open.Com ï Port: string );
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Var
ComPortSet : Boolean;
CornNumber : Integer;
begin
ComPortSet := false;
CornN umber: = 2 ;
While (Not ComPortSet ) do
begin
if is-open then closeHandle (corn);
com:= Create File (PChar(Port), GENERlc..READ or GENERlc..WRlTE,
0, nil, OPENEXISTING,FlLE..ATIRIBUTE_NORMAL, 0);
if comc-O then
begin
is-open :=true;
ComPortSet := true;
end
else
begin
if ComNumber<3 then inc (ComNumber)
else
begin
ComPortSet := true;
raise Excom. Create (' Com_port_in_use_by_other_device' );
end;
port :=' com' +IntToStr (ComNumber) ;
end;
end;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure s e t i bu f (len .Ln , Ie m o ut : longint );
begin
if not SetupComm(com, l e n c in , l e n c ou t ) then
error ('Error_setting_com_port_buffer_size' );
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure set-corn (Rbaud : Dword; RParityE : Boolean;
RParity ,RStopB : Byte;
RByteSize: integer );
begin
if not GetCommState (com, DCB) then
error ('Error_getting_com_port_settings' );
DCBBack : = DCB;
DCB.DCBlength .- SizeOf(Tdcb);
DCB. BaudRate .- RBaud;
DCB. ByteSize .- RByteSize;
DCB. Parity .- RParity;
DCB. StopBits .- RStopB;
DCB. wReserved .- 0;
if not SetCommState(com, DCB) then
error ('_Error_setting_com_port');
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure set cc om ct im in g :
{***************************************************************************}
{*If an application sets the Rea dl n t erv al Tim e ou t and readTotalTimeoutMultiplier
members to MAXDWORD and the ReadTotalTimeoutConstant member to a value greater
than zero and less than MAXDWORD, one of the following occurs when the read File
function is called: Selecting a button typically causes the following events:
* If there are any characters in the input buffer, Re ad Fil e returns immediately
with the characters in the buffer.
* If there are no characters in the input buffer, Re a d Fil e waits until a
character arrives and then returns immediately.
* If no character arrives within the time specified by the
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ReadTotalTimeoutConstant member, ReadFile times out. -I
{***************************************************************************}
begin
timeouts . ReadlntervalTimeout
timeouts . ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier
timeouts . ReadTotalTimeoutConstant
timeouts . WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier
timeouts . WriteTotalTimeoutConstant
:= MAXD\VORD;
:= MAXDWORD;
.- 50; {Prev =500}
.- 0;
.- 0;
if not SetCommTimeouts(com, timeouts ) then
error ('Error_setting_com_port_timing' );
end;
{***************************************************************************}
{ This function writes to the serie port
{ The Write_val value is writen to the port
{ The procedure returns a true for correct read
{ Procedure returns a false if the read time out / fails
{***************************************************************************}
procedure WriteS .p or t (Wr it e cv a l : byte);
var
res: Dword;
begin
EnterCriticalSection (Criticall );
WriteFile (com, Wr it e c v a l , I, res, nil);
LeaveCriticalSection (Criticall );
end;
{***************************************************************************}
{ This function reads the serie port
{ The value is returned to the calling procedure in variable
{ Re ad iv ul
{ The procedure returns a true for correct read
{ Procedure returns a false if the read time out / fails
{***************************************************************************}
function Re ad Scport (var Read_val: byte): boolean;
var
res: Dword;
begin
ReadFile (com, Rea d cv al , I, res, nil);
ReadS .p ort :=( res =1);
end;
{**********************************************************}
Procedure ClearReadBuf
var RB: byte;
begin
while Re ad Si.port (RB) do;
end;
{**********************************************************}
{ This function opens the Serie port for communications
{**********************************************************}
{ The function call requires
{Name Type
{ 1. SeriePort TPort
{
{
{ 2. Buffersize
{ 3. Baudrate
{
{
{ 4.
{ 5.
{ 6.
{
{
{ 7. Stopbits
{
{
}
Usefull
com1
values
com2
Integer
Tbaud
com3
The size of the input and output buffers
B110, B300, B600, B1200, B2400,
B4800, B9600, B14400, B19200, B38400,
B56000, B57600, B115200, B128000, B256000
ParityEnable
ByteSize
Parity
Boolean
Integer
Tparity
TStop
o no Parity
1 odd Parity
2 even Parity
o 1 stop bits
1 1.5 stop
2
bit s
2 stop bits
function Open ScComs ( SeriePort TPort;
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buffersize
Baudrate
ParityEnable
ByteSize
Parity
StopBits
Integer;
Tbaud;
boolean;
Integer;
TParity;
TStopb ): boolean;
var
PParityE Boolean;
PBaud : Dword;
PParity ,PStopB : Byte;
begin
InitializeCriticalSection (Criticall );
Open Sccoms :e true;
port :=' com2' ;
Open.corn ( port);
s e t rbu f (buffersize , buffersize );
case Baudrate of
BllO PBaud:=CBR_IIO;
B300 : Pbaud:= CBR_300;
B600 : Pbaud :« CBR_600;
B 1200: Pbaud :e CBR_1200;
B2400: Pbaud:= CBR_2400;
B4800: Pbaud:= CBRA800;
B9600: Pbaud:= CBR_9600;
B38400 : Pbaud:= CBR_38400;
else Pbaud:= CBR_14400;
end;
PParityE := Parity Enable ;
Case Pari ty of
I PParity :=1; {Odd Parity}
2: PParity:=2; {Even Parity}
3: PParity:=3; {Mark Parity}
else PParity :=0; {No Parity}
end;
Case StopBits of
BI : PStopB :=0;
BL5 : PStopB:=l;
else PStopB:=2;
end;
seLcom (Pbaud, PParityE, PParity, PStopB, ByteSize );
s et ccorru t imi n g ;
{ ClearReadBuf}
end;
{**********************************************************}
end.
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D.I Hardware Installation
The Windows interface comes with a Radio link, including a Serial port between the Radio Link
and PC, and a Modem.
Connect the Serial Port to Communication Port 1 of your PC and the Modem to Communication
Port 2. This is possible, only if the PC consists of a PS2 Mouse Port. If this is not the case,
contact your distributor.
Connect the other end of the Serial Port to your Radio Link. You are now ready to start.
D.2 Software Installation
STEP 1: To install the Software on the system, insert the Disk into Drive A.
STEP 2: Go to the Start Button and select the Run option.
STEP 3: Type A:\install.bat and press the Enter button.
STEP 4: The program will now be installed under the Folder RTC on the C Drive. Just run the
Txtedit.exe file and the program will be started.
D.3 Use
STEP 1: Go to C:\RTC and double click on Txtedit.exe. This will start the Remote Text Com-
municator program.
STEP 2: Go to Edit in the Main Menu and select the Enter Units option. A window, that
looks like Figure 0.1 will now appear. This is where all the various SAU Users and their
corresponding SAU User number can be entered.
Figure 0.1: Data Units
STEP 3: The Bar at the top of this new window, is called the Navigation Bar. The Buttons on
the Navigation bar can be used to Enter, Edit, etc the data of the Table. By pointing the cursor to
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each of these buttons individually and keeping it there for a couple of seconds, a description tag
of the button will pop up. This will enable you to use the Navigation Bar without any problems.
STEP 4: After you have finished inserting all the data into the Units table, you can click on the
OK button. This will close the Unit number table.
STEP 5: Now a new file can be created. Go to File in the Main Menu and select the New option.
This will create a new file where you can type the information that you want to save.
STEP 6: After you have finished typing the file, go to File on the Main Menu and select the
Save As ... option. Type in a name for your file, remember to add the extension .txt to your file,
and select the Save option.
STEP 7: Now you are ready to send the file you have just created. Go to File in the Main Menu
and select the Send ... option. A window that looks like Figure D.2, will now appear.
Figure D.2: Send ... Window
STEP 8: In this window there are three boxes. These boxes are Unit Type, User Name and File
Name. Click on the down arrow next to each of these boxes and make the required selection.
STEP 9: After you have made the necessary selections, you can click on the Connect button to
connect to the communication port. As soon as you click this button the following message will
appear:
Com port opened and connected.
STEP 10: Click OK and then select the Send button. Your file is now sent to the SAU User that
you selected.
STEP 11: Click the Disconnect button. Now the following message will appear:
Com port disconnected.
STEP 12: Click OK. Now you can select the Cancel button to return to the program. A new file
can now be created, or the existing file can be sent to a new user.
STEP 13: To exit the program, go to File in the Main menu and select the Exit option.
STEP 14: All these selections has a shortcut button just underneath the Main menu. If you
point the cursor to one of these buttons and keep it there for a few seconds an information tag
will appear. This will enable you to use the Shortcut buttons.
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WD37C65B Floppy Disk Subsystem
Controller
This Appendix was added to include the most important details of the WD37C65B for the
reader. It was very difficult to acquire this document and therefore a simplified version is at-
tached to make it easier for the reader.
"
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E.I Status Registers
Tables E.1 to EA are extracted directly out of Western Digital [1989].
BIT NAME SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
D7=O and D6=O. Normal termination of command was
completed and properly executed.
D7=O and D6=1. Abnormal termination of command,
(AT).
D7 Interrupt Code IC Execution of command was started but not successfully
completed.
D6 D7=1 and D6=O. Invalid command issue. Command is-
sued was never started.
D5 Seek End SE When the FDC completes the Seek command, this flag is
set to lehigh).
D4 Equipment Check EC If the Track 0 signal fails to occur after 255 step pulses
(Recalibrate Command), then this flag is set.
D3 Not Ready NR Since drive Ready is always presumed true, this will al-
ways be a logic O.
D2 Head Select HS This flag is used to indicate the state of the head at the
interrupt.
Dl Unit Select I USI This flag is used to indicate a Drive Unit Number at in-
terrupt.
DO Unit Select 0 USO This flag is used to indicate a Drive Unit Number at in-
terrupt.
Table E.1: Status Register 0
*CRC
**IDR
***C
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Internal Data Register
Cylinder
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BIT NAME SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
D7 End of Cylinder EN When the FDC tries to access a sector beyond the final
sector of a cylinder, this flag is set.
D6 Not used. This bit is always 0 (low).
DS Data Error DE When the FDC detects a *CRC error in either the ID field
or the data field, this flag is set.
D4 Overrun OR If the FDC is not serviced by the host system during data
transfers within a certain time interval, this flag is set.
D3 Not used. This bit is always 0 (low).
D2 No Data ND During execution of READ DATA, WRITE DELETED
DATA, or SCAN command, if the FDC cannot find the
sector specified in the * *IDR Register, this flag is set.
During execution of the READ ID command, if the FDC
cannot read the ID field without an error, then this flag is
set. During execution of the READ A TRACK command,
if the starting sector cannot be found, then this flag is set.
Dl Not Writeable NW During execution of WRITE DATA, WRITE DELETED
DATA or FORMAT A TRACK commands, if the FDC
detects a WP signal from the FDD, then this flag is set.
DO Missing Address Mark MA If the FDC cannot detect the ID Address Mark after en-
countering the index hole twice, then this flag is set. If
the FDC cannot detect the Data Address Mark or Deleted
Data Address Mark, this flag is set. At the same time
the MD (Missing Address MArk in data field) of Status
Register 2 is set.
Table E.2: Status Register 1
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BIT NAME SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
D7 Not used. This bit is always 0 (low).
D6 Control Mark CM During execution of the READ DATA or SCAN Com-
mand, if the FDC encounters a sector which contains a
Deleted Data Address Mark, this flag is set.
DS Data Error DD If the FDC detects a CRC error in the data field, then this
flag is set.
D4 Wrong Cylinder WC This bit is related to the ND bit, and when the contents of
***C on the medium is different from that stored in the
IDR, this flag is set.
D3 Scan Equal SH During execution of the SCAN dommand, if the condi-
tion of "equal" is satisfied, this flag is set.
D2 Scan Not SN During execution of the SCAN command, if the FDC
cannot find a sector on the cylinder which meets the con-
dition, then this flag is set.
Dl Bad Cylinder BC This bit is related to the ND bit, and when the contents of
C on the medium is different from that stored in the IDR
and the contents of C is FF, then this flag is set.
DO Missing Address MD When data is read from the medium, if the FDC cannot
Mark in Data Field find a Data Address Mark or Deleted Data Address Mark,
then this flag is set.
Table E.3: Status Register 2
D7 Not used. This bit is always 0 (low).
SYMBOL DESCRIPTIONBIT NAME
D6 W riteProtected
DS Ready
D4 TrackO
D3 W riteProtected
D2 Head Select
D I Unit Select I USl
DO Unit Select 0 USO
Table E.4: Status Register 3
RY
This bit is used to indicate the status of the Unit Select 0
signal to the FDD.
This bit is used to indicate the status of the
WriteProtected signal from the FDD.
This bit will always be a logic 1. Drive is presumed to be
ready.
TO This bit is used to indicate the status of the Track 0 signal
from theFDD.
This bit is used to indicate the status of the
W rite Protected signal from the FDD.
HS This bit is used to indicate the status of the Side Select
signal to the FDD.
This bit is used to indicate the status of the Unit Select I
signal to the FDD.
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E.2 Commands
Tables E.5 to E.14 are all extracted from Western Digital [1989]. The descriptions of the
commands are also extracted from Western Digital [1989]
PHASE RIW D7 06 05 04 03 02 Dl DO REMARKS
COMMAND W MT MF SK 0 0 1 1 0 Command Codes
W X X X X X HS US1 USO
W oe C Sector ID information prior to command
W H execution. The four bytes are compared
W -< R against header on floppy disk.
W N
W "" EOT
i)o
W < GPL
W OTl >
EXECUTION Data transfer between FDD and main
system.
RESULTS R SlO Status info rmation after command
R sn execution.
R -c ST2
R .... Sector ID information after command
R execution.
R oe R
R N
Table E.5: Read Data
PHASE RIW 07 06 05 04 03 02 011 DO REMARKS
COMMAND W MT MF 0 0 0 1 ~I 1 Command CodesW X X X X X HS US"USO
W < C > Sector ID information prior to command
W H execution. The four bytes are compared
W R against header on floppy disk.
W < N
W EOT
W .: GPl >
W DTl
EXECUTION Data transfer between FDD and main
system.
RESULTS R STU '" Status information after commandR Ol( ST1 execution.
R .: . ST2 e-
R ,.. Sector ID information after command
R execution.
R -e R .~
R N
Table E.6: Write Data
PHASE RIW 07 06:DS 04 03 02 01 DO REMARKS
COMMAND W 0 MFj O. 0 1 0 1 0 Command Codes
W X Xi X X X HS US1 USO
EXECUTION The first correct ID information on the
cylinder is stored in Data Register.
RESULTS R -SlO Status information after command
R <-- ST' execution.
A S1'2 -
R ~. C Sector 10 information read during
A < --H Execution Phase from floppy disk.
A R
A <. ---fIl --->
Table E.7: Read ID
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PHASE RfW D7 06 05'04 D3 02 D1 DO REMARKS
COMMAND W 0 MF 0 0 1 1 0 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X HS US1 USO
W < N Bytes/Sector
W ··_-sc SectorslTrack
W ~. GPL Gap 3
W 0 Filler Byte
EXECUTION Floppy Disk Controller (FOC) formats an
entire track.
RESULTS R ..·-STa Status information after command
R ~ .. ST1 execution.
R <. S12
R .. C In this case, the ID information has no
R ~. L meaning.
R ~ .--fl
R N
Table E.8: Format A Track
PHASE RfW 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO REMARKS
COMMAND W 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X o US1 USO
EXECUTION Head retracted to Track zero.
Table E.9: Recalibrate
PHASE RfW 071061D51041 103l 021 011 DO REMARKS
COMMAND w ol ol ol ol I 11 ol ol 0 Command Codes
RESULTS R sro .~ Status information about the FDC at the
R 00( PCN end of seek operation,
Table E.10: Sense Interrupt Status
PHASE RIW 071061051D41 1031021011 DO REMARKS
COMMAND W Ol ol ol o I I 0 I 0 I 11. ' Command Codes
W ~SRT---· ____"..~·--HUT ~
W -- HLT >NO
Table E.11: Specify
PHASE RfW 07 D6 05 04 03 02 01 DO REMARKS
COMMAND W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ° Command CodesW X X X X X HS US1 uso
RESULTS R ...... ST3 Status information about the FDC
Table E.12: Sense Drive Status
PHASE RfW 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO REMARKS
COMMAND W 0 0 0 0 , 1 1 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X HS US1 USO
W NCN >-
EXECUTION Head is positioned over proper ~'!nder
on the diskette.
Table E.13: Seek
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SYMBOL NAME DESCRIPTION
AO ADDRESS LINE 0 AD controls selection of Main Status Register (AO=O) or Data Re.;lster
(AO~1).
C CYLINDER NUMBER C stands for the current/selected cylinder (track) numbers 0 th-:ugh
255 ot the medium.
0 DATA o stands for the data pattern which is going to be written into a sector;
07 - DO DATA BUS a-bit DATA BUS, where or stands for a most significant bit, a-c: DO
stands for a least significant bit.
DTL DATA LENGTH When N is defined as 00, DTL stands for the DATALENGTH whiCh JSers
are going to read out or write into the sector.
EOT END OF TRACK
GPL GAP LENGTH
H HEAD ADDRESS
HLT HEAD LOAD TIME
HS HEAD SELECT
HUT HEAD UNLOAD TIME
MF FM or MFM
MT MULTITRACK
N NUMBER
NCN NEW CYLINDER
NUMBER
ND NON-OMA MODE
PCN PRESENT CYLINDER
R RECORD
RJW READM'RITE
SC SECTOR
SK SKIP
SRT STEP RATE TIME
STO STATUS 0
ST1 STATUS 1
ST2 STATUS 2
ST3 STATUS 3
STP
USO,US1 UNIT SELECT
EOT stands for the final sector number on a cylinder. During Read or
Write operations, FDC will stop data transfer after a sector nurrber equal
to EOT.
GPL stands for the length of Gap 3. During the FORMAT Command,
it determines the size of Gap 3.
H stands for head number 0 or 1, as specified in the ID field,
HLT stands for the HEAD LOAD TIME in FDD (2 to 254ms in 2ms
increments).
HS stands for a selected head number 0 or 1 and controls Ihe polarity
of pin 25 (in 40 pin DIP) or pin 28 (in 44 pin PLCC).
HUT stands for the HEAD UNLOAD TIME after a Read or Write
operation has occurred (16 to 240ms in 16ms increments).
If MF is low, FM mode is selected. If it is high, MFM mode is selected.
II MT is high, a MULTITRACK operation is pertormed. If ~T~1 after
finishing Read/Write operation on side 0, FDC will automatically start
searching for sector 1 on side 1.
N stands for tne NUMBER of data bytes written in a sector.
NCN stands for a NEW CYLINDER NUMBER which is go'ng to be
reached as a result of the Seek operation. Desired posltior. of head.
NO stands for operation in the NON-OMA MODE.
PCN stands for the cylinder number at the completion of Ih€: SENSE
INTERRUPT STATUS Command. Position of head at present time.
R stands for the sector number which will be read or written.
R/W stands for either READ or WRITE signal.
SC indicales the number of sectors per cylinder.
SK stands for SKIP Deleted Data Address mark.
sm stands for the Stepping Rate for the FDD (1 to 16ms in trns
increments). Stepping Rate applies to all drives. In 2's cor-plement
format, F(Hex)-1ms, E(Hex)-2ms, etc.
SlO - 3 stands for one of four registers which store the STATUS
information after a command has been executed. This in'ormation
is available during the result phase after command execution.
These registers should not be confused with the Main Status Register
(selected by AO-O). STO - 3 may be read only after a comr-iand has
been executed and contains information relevant to thaI particular
command.
During a SCAN operation, if STP-1, the data in contiguous sectors
is compared byte by byte with data sent from the processor (or OMA);
• if STP-2, then alternate sectors are read and compared,
US stands for a selected drive; binary encoded, 1 of 4.
Table E.14: Command Symbol Descriptions
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Read Data
A set of nine byte words are requited to place the FDC
irno the Read Data Mode. After the Read Data command
has been Issued. the FDC loads the head (if it is in the
unloaded state), waits the specified head settling time
(oefined in the Specify Command), and begins reading
ID Address Marks and ID fields. When the currant sector
number ("Rif) stored in the ID Register (lOR) compares
wim the sector number read off the diskette, then the FOC
outputs data (from the data field) byte-t~byte to the main
system via the data bus.
After completion of the read operation from the current
sector, the Sector Number is incremented by one, and
the data from the next sector is read and output on the
data bus. This continuous read function is called a "Multi·
sector Read Operation." The Read Data Command
may be terminated by the receipt of a Terminal Count
signal. TC should be issued at the same time that the
DACK for the last byte of data is sent. Upon receipt of
this signal, the FOC stops outputting data to the
processor, but will continue to read data from the current
sector, check CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Count) bytes, and
then at the end of the sector terminate the Read Data
command. The amount of data which can be handled with
a single command to the FDC depends upon MT
(multitrack), MF (MFM/FM), and N (number of
bytes/sector). Table 31 lists the Transfer Capacity.
TABLE 31. TRANSFER CAPACITY
Mum. MFYI Bytesl Maximum "hMferCllpadty FlNllsector
bek FM Sector (BytMlSCOi) "-d trom
MT MF N (Numb« of SecIonIJ DIsIDette.
0 0 00 (126) (~) - 3,3~8 26 at Sid. 0
0 1 01 (256) [~) - 8,656 or 26 at Side 1
1 0 00 (128) [52) - 8,656 26 al Side 11 1 01 (256) [52) - 13,312
0 0 01 \~56) (llS) - 3,840 15 at Side 0
0 1 02 512) (15) - 7600 or 15 at Side 1
1 0 01 (256) [301 - 7,600 15 at Side 11 1 02 (512) (30) - lS 360
0 0 02 [51~) [8) - 4,096 8 al Side 0
0 1 03 (1024) [8) - 8,192 or 8 at Side 1
1 0 02 (512) (16) - 8,192 8 al Side 11 1 03 (1024) (llSl - 16,384
The "multi-track" function (MT) aHows the FDC to read
data from both sides of the diskette. For a particular
cylinder, data wiU be transferred starting al Sector 1, Side
o and completing at Sector L, Side 1 (Sector L = last
seelor on the side). Note, this function pertains to only
one cylinder (the same track) on each side of the diskette.
When N - 0, then DTl defines the data length which the
FDG must treat as a sector. If DTl is smaller than the
actual data length in a sector, the data beyond DTl in
the sector is not sent to the Data Bus. The FDC reads
Onternally) the complete sector performing the CRC
check, and depending upon the manner of command
termination, may perform a Multi-Sector Read operation.
When N is non-zero, then DlL has no meáning and
should be set to FF hexidecimal.
At the completion of the Read Data command, the head
is not unloaded until after Head Unload Time Interval
(specified in the Specify command) has elapsed. If the
processor issues another command before the head
unloads, then the head settling time may be saved
between subsequent reads. This time out is particularly
valuable when a diskette is copied from one drive to
another.
If the FOC detects the Index Hole twice without finding
the right sector, (indicated in 'R), then the FDC sets the
NO (No Data) flag in Status Register 1 to a 1 (high), and
terminates the Read Data command. (Status Register 0
also has bits 7 and 6 set to 0 and 1 respectively.)
After reading the 10 and Data Relds in each sector. the
FDC checks the CRC bytes. If a read error is detected
(incorrect CRC in ID field), the FDC sets the DE (Data
Error) flag in Status Register 1 to 1 (high). If a CRC
error occurs in the Data Field, the FOG also sets the DO
(Data Error in Data Field) flag in Status Register 2 to a
1 (high), and terminates the Read Data command. (Status
Register 0 also has bits 7 and 6 set to 0 and 1
respectively.)
If the FOe reads a Deleted Data Address Mark off the
diskette, and the SK bit (bit DS in the first Command Word)
is not set (SK = 0), then the FDC sets the CM (Control
Mark) flag in Status Register 2 to a 1 (high), and
terminates the Read Data command, after reading all the
data in the sector. If SK - 1, the FOC skips the sector
with the Deleted Data Address Mark and reads the next
sector. The CRC bits in the deleted cata field are not
checked when SK - 1.
During disk data tmnsfers between the FDC and the
processor, via the data bus, the FDC must be serviced
by the processor every 27 JlS in the FM mode, and every
13 J.lsin the MFM mode, or the FOe sets the OR (Overrun)
flag in Status Register 1 to a 1 (high), and terminates the
Read Data command.
If the processor terminates a read (or writë] operation in
the FOC, then the ID information in the Result phase is
dependent upon the state of the MT bit and EOT byte.
Table 32 shows the values for C, H, R, and N, when the
processor terminates the command.
TABLE 32. C; H, R, AND N VAW ES
Rnal Sector 'II1InSltn"ed 10 Inlorm,lion al Result Phase
MT HD to Proe_ C H R N
0 Less than EOr NC NC R+1 ~C_
jl Egual to EQT C-l ~C R-Ol_._~
0 1 Less !!lan ~ar NC NC Rtj.~
1 Equal to Ear C-l NC R-Ol NC
0 Less than Ear NC NC . R+l ~C ,
_2____fgylll to Ear N~ ~sif' R-Ol NC I
1 1 Less than Ear NC NC . "':., NC I
1 EquaIlo Ear C-1 LSB R-Ol NC
No.... : NC (No ~gel: The aame IIIIIue as the one 811h<- beginning cl <XlIT1mand
eacutlon. lS8 (Leest $igniflColm Bit): The I.. st slsni'~n1 lIit ol H is
C01TIIMIT19nted.
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Write Data
A set of nine bytes is required to set the FDC into the
Write Data mode. After the Write Data command has been
Issued the FOC loads the head (if it is in the unloaded
state), waits the specified head settlin~ time (defined in
the Specify command), and begins reading ID fields.
When all four bytes loaded during the command (C, H,
R, N) match the four bytes of the ID field from the diskette,
the FDC takes data trom the processor byte-by-byte via
the data bus and outputs it to the FDD.
After writing data into the current sector, the sector
number stored in OR'is incremented by one, and the next
data field is written into. The FDG continues this
'MultisectDr Write Operation' until the issuance of a
Terminal Count signal. If a Terminal Count signal is sent
to the FDC it continues writing into the current sector to
complete the data field. If the Terminal Count signal is
received while a data field is being written. then the
remainder of the data field is filled with zeros.
The FOG reads the ID field of each sector and checks
the CRC bytes. If the FDC detects a read error (CRC error)
in one of the ID fields, it sets the DE (Data Error) flag of
Status Register 1 to a 1 (high) and terminates the Write
Data command. (Status Register 0 also has bits 7 and
6 set to 0 and 1 respectively.)
The Write command operates in much the same manner
as the Read command. The following items are the same.
and one should refer to the Read Data command for
details:
• Transfer capacity
• EN (End of Cylinder) flag
• NO (No Data) flag
• Head Unload Time interval
• ID Information when the processor
terminates command
• Definition of DTL when N .. 0 and when N~O
In the Write Data mode, data transfers between the
processor and FDC via the data bus, must occur every
'ZT pS in the FM mode and every 13 l's in the MFM mode.
If the time interval between data transfers is longer than
this. then the FDC sets the OR (Overrun) flag in Status
Register 1 to a 1 (high) and terminates the Write Data
command. (Status Register 0 also has bits 7 and 6 set
to 0 and 1 respectively.)
Format A Tl'8lck
The Format command allows an entire track to be
1om1atted. After the index hole is detected, data is written
on the diskette; Gaps, Address marks. ID fields and data
fields, all per the IBM System 34 (double density) or
System 3740 (single density) format are recorded. The
particular format which will be written is controlled by the
values programmed into N (number of bytes/sector), SC
(seaorslcylinder). GPL (gap length), and 0 (data pattern)
which are supplied by the processor during the Command
phase. The data field is filled with the byte of data stored
in D. The ID field for each sector is supplied by the
processor; that is. four data requests per sector are made
by the FOC for C (cylinder number), H (head number).
R (sector number) and N (number of bytes/sector). This
allows the diskette to be formatted wtth nonsequential
sector numbers. if desired.
The processor must send new values for C. H. R, and
N to the WD37C65C for each sector on the track. If FOC
is set for the OMA mode, it will Issue four OMA requests
per sector. If it is set for the Intemapt mode, it will issue
tour interrupts per sector and the processor must supply
C, H. R rand N loads for each sector. The contents of the
R register are incremented by 1 after each sector is
1ormatted; thus. the R register contains a value of R when
i1 is read during the Result phase. This incrementing and
iormatting continues for the whole track until the FOe
detects the index hole for the second time, whereupon
it terminates the command.
~e 33 shows the relationship between N, SC, and GPl
br various sector sizes.
TABLE 33. N, SC AND GPl RELATIONSHIP
Format Sector Size N sc GPl' GPl' 1
8" Standard Floppy I
m_!lyt":l!/~or 00 lA 07 16 ,_
256 ,I, OF Qii; 2A
FM Mode
512 02 08 la :lA
1024 .9~ 04 47 BA
2048 04 02 ell FF-
4096 OS 01 ell .~
256 .... 01 lA OE 36 ,
512 . _. 02 OF .J.B 54
MFM 1024 03 OB 3S 74
".~
Mode" 2048 04 04 99 F.r=_
4096
'.'
OS 02 ell FF
e192 06 Ol ca FF
sv.· Mlni1IoIlDY
128 by1es/!I~or 00 12 QZ 09
128 00 10 10 'l! -
;156 - 01 08 18 30 :FM Mode 512 02 04 ~"., 87-'-- ,
1024 -- O~ Q2 Q!! FF2048 04 01 Ce FF
256 01 12 OA QC
,.. 20256 Ol 10 32 i
§JL_ __ 02 08 2A 50
MFM jQ24 ,03 04 80 FO
MOlt ... ?0413 04 02 ca FF
4096 05 01 ce FF
3V.· Sony Mlerotloppy
128 b:ljes/sector 0 OF QZ la
FM Mode ?26 I 09__ OE 2A
512 2 05 la :lA
MFM
2~6 I OF Qii; 36
512 ' Z 09 le &4
Mode" 102~ 3 OS 35 74
Note.: ' SugQ8sted values of GPL in Read or Write commandS
to avoid splice point between data field nd 10 field of
contiguous sections,
• Suggested values 01GPL in 10""at commilrld.
, AU values except sector siZ8 are t'oeKldecimal.
• In MFM mode FDC cannot pertorm a ReadlWriteJIormat
operation with 128 bytes/sector. IN - 00)
Seek
The Readl"Nrile tle~d wit.hin U",e FC'a is moved Irtlm
eyjil1cer!o cyli~der. ~r:d_e~.~.,?_~!~~_?'.t~e.~~e!l com~and.
FDG has feut fndependenl Presenl C'yhnder Reg.ISlers
ter each dri...e. They are cleared only al1er the R~llbrate
command. The FOe compares- ,Me ..peN {?res.ent
Cylinder Number} which is tile current headposrllCn .wlth
tne NCN {New Cylinder Number), iind If there 1$ a
difference, .,performs the following operations:
peN < NCN: O.rectioll signa! to FDD se' to a 1 (high).
and step pulses are issued. (Step In)
peN :> NCN: Djr~jon signal to rOO sel to a 0 00w},
and step poises ant ~lIec1. (Ste? Out}
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The rate at which step pulses are issued i.s controlled by
SRT (Stepping Rate lime) ill ~he Specify romm&r'ld.Atter
each step pu~ i.s issued NCN is compared a~inst .PCN.
and when NCN - peN. l.tIe ss. (Seek End) n';g 1$ set
in Status Register 0 to a 1 (high), and the command is
tenninated. AI. this poinr FOe interrupt ooe3 high. Bits
CaB-Ole in Ihe Main Status flegister are set during the
Seek operatIon and ar. cleared by the Sen~ Interrupt
Status ccmmand.
During thQ ~mmand phase of the Seek operation the
FOe i$ in the FOC Busy state; bUt during the Execution
phase. it is in thOinon·busy ~te. WhJle the FOC is in the
nen·busy state, another Seek comma.nd m.a.ybe iSsued,
and in this manner ~rallel Seek gpemtions may be done
an up te fCiur drives at once. NQ ether command can be
issued for as long as the FCC is in th.process of sending
step pUIH$ to any drive.
11 the timta to write three bytes Of $ee!c commAnd a=eeds
150",s, the timing between the first two step pulses may
be shcl1ertha,'l set in the Specify command by as much
as ;ms.
RecaIib r.I te
139
Imerru~ caused by rea.sc::1n$1 and 4 a.boYe occur du~ng
normal command eperations and an! easily dlscerru.ble
by the pt1XeSSOr. Ouring an Exec:uti~ ph~ In. non-DMA
mode, DBS in ttl. Mail'1 Status R&9ister IS t'ILgn. Upon
entering the Result phase, this bit getScleated. R"asons
1 and 4 do not require Ser\Se IntlllYUpC S!a%usccmmands.
The interrupt is deared by AeadingIWriCing data 1(1the
FDC. Interrupts caused by rea SIms 2 and 3 above may
be uniqyely identified with thé aid of the SenH Interrupt
Status command. This command, when issued. n!lSats.
the IntemJpI sisnal and via btl's 5. Ii. and 7 of Statu.s
RegiSlar 0 identifies the causa of the Lnterrupt.
TABLE 31 INTERRUPT CAUSE.
SwIc !/Id Inr~E! CocM
Bn 5 ah I BItT Ca_
a t 1 FI"'dY Un. e~ $!Ge. aiUMor
~~
I ~ Q HIlfm~ '7ermi.r\alion IJ(S-'. ot
Flac;alitl ..... camrnMd
I , 0 ~ r.nnirwiOrt ot s.e~Of'
1II_libnlw cam.-t14
Tne Sense Interrupt Status command is used ln c::lnjunc·
. ticn wi1,h Uie !;eel( and Recalibrme commands which nave
no Result phase. When the dilSl<drive has reache~ the
desired head ~sitiQn. the WOS7CS5/AiB wilt :uJt the
Interrul=tlil'le true. The I'Icst CPU m~ then issue a $ena
Inlllll'1Jpt Status command to determine t~e aaual cause
of the interrupt. which could be Seek Er1.dor a I:han~e
in rea':y S".muS from one of the drives. See Agure 7.
The function ctthis command is 10 retract the ReadIWrtte
head within the FCC te ttle Tracie 0 position. The FOC
clears the COntents of the peN counter arid checks the
status ot the Track 0 s'gnal from the FDD. AA 10119 as the
Track 0 signal is lew, the DirectIon $Lgna.1remains Il (low)
ane! step pulscs a.re issued. When tne Track 0 signal goes
high. the SE (Seek End) flag in Status Register o:J is set .
t~ :a , (hiqh! and the command is terminated. If the TI'il(;k, The Specify command sets the initial values for each of
o signal is still tQVoj atter 255 Step pulses have be\lt'l issued. the three internal timers. The HUT (Head Unload Time)
(for the W037C65 and the WD37CSSAJ or.TT mM pt rises defines the time from the end of the Execution phase of
(WD37C8S8). tM FOe $ets the SE (Seek E(I~ and EC one of the ReadIWrite commands to the head unload
(-=qi'Jlpi1'f!nT C~ec:k) !lags or Status Megister 0. to bo!:h \s state. This timer is programmable from 16 to 240ms in
(highs). and lêrminares the command after bits 1 and 6 increments of 16ms (01 _ isms, 02 _ 32 ms ...
cf Status Register 0 ara set to Q anc! 1 ~sp~~I)'_ • OF,6 _ 240ms). The SRT (Step Rate Time) defines the
ïhe abiii~ to Co overlap Flecaltorate comma"cs lo ml,l,ti· time interval between adjacent step pulses. This timer
pie FDOs anc tile ïcss of 1M FI.eadysignal. as desc~ibed is programmable from 1 to 16 ms in increments of 1 ms
in the Seek command; 'a!so' a~pHes' lo' t·he RecaJiorate (F - 1ms, E - 2ms, D .. 3ms, etc.). The HLT (Head Load
ccmmaee. Time) defines the time between when the Head Load
signal goes high and the ReacllVllrite operation starts. This
timer is programmable from 2 to 254 ms in increments
of 2 ms (01 - 2ms. 02 a: 4ms, 03 - Bms ... 7F = 254ms).
The time intervals mentioned above are a direct function
of the clock (CLK on pin 23). Times indicated above are
for a 16M Hz clock; if the clock was reduced to 8MHz,
then all time intervals are increased by a factor of 2. If
the clock was increased to 32 MHz, then all time intervals
are decreased by half.
The choice of OMA or non·DMA opera1ion is made by
the NO (Non-DMA) bit. When this bit is high (NO _ 1),
the Non·DMA mode is selected; and when NO - 0, the
OMA mode is selected.
Sel"lS4 Intarruet Status
An Inter;u~tsignal ·;sgenerated Oy tne FDC far one of
tne following reasons:
1. Upon entering the Result phase ot:
a. Read Data command
b. Read A Tr.!c!c command
Co Read 10 command
d. Rue Oeleted Oata command
e. Write Data eommand
t, Format A Cyjioder command
g. Wr~. Deleted Data command
h. Scan commands
2. Ready Une of FOD changes state
.:l. Ef"ld of Seek or Rec:aJihraie command
4. During Execution phase in the nan-OMA mode
Sense Drive Status
This command may be used by the processor to obtain
the status of the FDDs. Status Register 3 contains the
Drive Status information stored internally in FOe registers.
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